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Abstract
This thesis studies Distributed Model Predictive Control (DMPC) of a group of discrete-
time linear systems with and without coupled dynamics or constraints. Several prob-
lems are studied: systems with coupled dynamics and systems with independent dy-
namics but coupled constraints. Under these situations, centralized MPC may be com-
putationally inefficient and more efficient approaches are desired. For a network of
dynamically-coupled linear systems, a decoupling strategy for DMPC is proposed with
the use of time-varying terminal sets. The terminal sets are determined online at every
time step according to some update law, which ensures recursive feasibility and stability
of the approach. Time-varying terminal sets also result in a less conservative DMPC
formulation compared with most DMPC approaches. For a network of linear systems
with coupled constraints, this thesis proposes a DMPC approach based on the dual
problem of the overall MPC optimization problem. This dual problem is then solved
by the Alternating Direction Multiplier Method (ADMM) in a distributed manner. A
stopping criterion is proposed that allows early termination of the ADMM process to
reduce the computational burden within each sampling time. Under mild assumptions,
the approach is guaranteed to converge to a small neighborhood of the optimal of the
overall MPC optimization problem. The advantage of this approach is that it allows the
network to be sparsely connected. To further accelerate the online computations of the
DMPC problem, a distributed fast dual gradient algorithm is also proposed in this thesis
with the use of finite-time consensus. The accelerated approach takes fewer iterations
to terminate and thus has a faster convergence. Recursive feasibility and exponential
stability of the closed-loop system are also ensured. Simulation results are provided to
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This thesis concerns the distributed control of constrained networked systems under the model pre-
dictive control (MPC) framework. It focuses on the design of Distributed Model Predictive Con-
trol(DMPC) controller for linear systems with and without coupled dynamics or constraints. This
chapter provides an overview of DMPC.
1.1 Background
Control theory conventionally builds mathematical models of dynamical systems and designs con-
trollers in a centralized fashion. Many engineering systems such as power, water distribution, traffic
and manufacturing systems consist of a group of interacting subsystems that may transmit infor-
mation among one another. The mathematical models of these systems are huge and complex and
centralized control design may be difficult. This motivates the study of distributed control, where the
controller elements are distributed throughout the system and connected using communication and
monitoring networks. The advantages of distributed control are that each control element requires
only local information transmission and the overall control problem is converted into several smaller
problems that can be solved efficiently. The main issue is that the design of the local controllers has
to guarantee the stability and performance of the overall system.
Distributed control of networked systems is a popular recent research topic. In networked systems,
the internal structure of the network can impose constraints on the design of controllers arising
from communication limitations and time-delays. The early literature has been devoted to the study
of decentralized control strategies on large-scale systems, where each agent has only access to its
1
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own local measurements and their controllers operate in an independent fashion, see [1–4] and
the references therein. However, these strategies are reliable only for systems with weak local
interaction. When strong local interaction appears, systems controlled in a independent fashion
could have poor performance and instability. For this reason, it is important to take into account the
information exchanges and the synchronization protocols in the control of networked systems. One
well-known control strategy for networked systems is the DMPC, which is based on the standard
MPC framework.
MPC is a powerful control technology for the control of constrained systems. It determines the
current control by solving an online optimal control problem. In large-scale systems, the centralized
MPC can lead to a huge optimal control problem in high dimension and often seen as unrealistic and
inefficient. For these reasons, a DMPC framework is more desirable in dealing with large-scale or
networked systems. In DMPC, the overall optimization problem is decoupled and each local system
solves a small local optimization problem with communications among the systems.
Several issues should be discussed and addressed in the DMPC, including the computational effi-
ciency of the DMPC problem and the performance of the whole system. The overall DMPC problem
is a high-dimension problem that requires a huge amount of memory. A distributed implementation
is therefore preferred for the DMPC problem. However, the coupled dynamics and constraints of
systems can cause performance deterioration in a distributed implementation of DMPC compared to
a centralized MPC, including feasibility and stability issues. The next section reviews some related
past works on the control of networked systems under MPC framework.
1.2 Related Works
As discussed in the previous section, distributed control is an important strategy for large-scale or
networked systems. It aims to convert a large control problem into a bunch of smaller problems
where the control inputs can be computed very efficiently. This section begins with the review of
decentralized control and distributed control. It is then followed by an overview of existing DMPC
approaches.
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1.2.1 Decentralized Control and Distributed Control
The research on the control of large-scale or networked systems has a long history. Due to the
high dimensionality and complexity, it is difficult to control such systems with a centralized control
scheme. To illustrate the difficulty, an example is shown in Figure 1.1, where the inputs of the two
coupled subsystems are determined by a central controller. The controller requires information from
both subsystems to produce the control action.
Figure 1.1: Centralized control architecture
For large-scale systems with special structure, it is possible to implement decentralized control,
where the subsystems are decoupled and the controllers are designed in an independent fashion [1–4].
Figure 1.2 shows an example of decentralized control, where each subsystem is controlled by a
local controller and there is no interaction between the two local controllers. Various decentral-
Figure 1.2: Decentralized control architecture
ized control methods have been developed to achieve the stability of the overall system with some
performance assurance. Among these methods, the classic Lyapunov-based control methods are
widely used [1]. Other methods include the sequential design [5], parameter optimization [6, 7],
and overlapping decompositions [8–11]. Recent research on decentralized control can be found in
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the survey papers [3, 12–15]. The basis of decentralized control is to break down a given central
control problem into manageable subproblems which are only weakly related to each other and can
be solved independently. To this end, the overall feedback gain matrix is usually restricted to be
block-diagonal without considering the weak coupling. In some special structures, it is possible
to make small adjustment, e.g. the overlapping and the bordered block-diagonal (BBD) control
laws in [4, 16]. A more general decentralized control design can be found in [17]. There are also
approaches available in [18–21] that impose the structural constraints arising from the structure of
the overall system. Many of these approaches have used Linear Matrix Inequalities(LMIs) to de-
velop sufficient conditions for stability. The decentralized control design works well for weakly
coupled networked systems. However, in systems where the connections among subsystems are
strong, the overall performance can be affected if the couplings are ignored. Due to the strong local
connections, systems controlled in a decentralized fashion could have poor performance and even
stability issues. This means that decentralized control is not always suitable for networked systems.
In order to circumvent the drawbacks of decentralized control, distributed control is widely used
in networked systems where local subsystems are strongly related. Unlike decentralized control, it
makes use of the internal structure of the overall system with information transmission among sub-
systems. Figure 1.3 presents the general distributed control architecture, where the local controllers
of the subsystems transmit information with each other. In the demand for good overall performance,
Figure 1.3: Distributed control architecture
distributed control becomes a useful strategy for networked systems. However, it is difficult to im-
pose structural constraints in general systems directly as this will lead to computationally intractable
problems [22–24]. In general, the controller and the structural constraints are designed in a linear
fractional transformation (LFT) framework by solving a norm-minimizing problem subject to infor-
mation constraints. Such constraints lead to nonconvex optimization problems which, in most of the
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case, are intractable. In [25, 26], a sufficient condition on the structure, called quadratic invariance,
is introduced to produce a tractable optimization problem. This condition is extended in [27] by the
use of internal quadratic invariance, which is claimed to be less conservative. Although there are a
great number of works on distributed control with structural constraints, this is still an open research
problem.
1.2.2 Overview of Distributed Model Predictive Control
MPC is typically a centralized optimal control strategy, in which the current control action is ob-
tained by solving an online finite horizon optimization control problem defined by the predicted
trajectory of the plant at each sampling time. The optimization problem yields an optimal control
sequence and the first control in this sequence is applied to the plant. It is widely used in constrained
systems with extensive applications to various industries areas. The essential theoretical issues in
MPC include the existence of solutions to optimization control problems, characterization of optimal
solution, Lyapunov stability of the optimally controlled system, and algorithms for the computation
of optimal feedback control and optimal control sequences, see [28–31]. To achieve recursive feasi-
bility and stability, it is quite common to incorporate both a terminal cost and a terminal set in the
optimization control problem [32–34]. A detailed review on the technical properties of MPC is pro-
vided in Section 2.2. However, in large-scale or networked systems, it is unrealistic and inefficient
to solve the high-dimensional overall MPC problem online. To circumvent this problem, DMPC is
proposed. Its aim is to achieve the attractive features of MPC in a distributed implementation. An
overview of past DMPC approaches is provided below.
There is a wide set of DMPC approaches proposed in the literature recently [15, 35–41]. These
approaches can be considered as either fully connected DMPC or partially connected DMPC de-
pending on the topology of the communication network. Those that allow local controllers to have
knowledge of the state of the whole network are called fully connected DMPC [42]. However,
fully connected systems are rare in real situations. Most systems only have partial information
and exchange information with their neighbours. Approaches based on this assumption are called
partially connected DMPC. Fully connected DMPC usually has better performance but requires
heavy communication while partially connected has some performance deterioration and requires
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less communication. Of course, the former can be considered as a special case of the latter. In net-
worked systems with weakly coupled subsystems, partially connected DMPC can be effective with
low communication requirement and negligible performance deterioration.
DMPC can also be categorized according to different choices of the performance index. Some ap-
proaches are called the non-cooperative DMPC while the others are called cooperative DMPC. In
the non-cooperative DMPC, each local controller only optimizes its own local performance index.
On the contrary, the cooperative DMPC focuses on the global performance of the entire system
rather than the local performance of each system. When the subsystems are completely uncoupled,
these two strategies can have the same performance. In general, their performances are significantly
different. The non-cooperative DMPC is often used in systems where subsystems are dynamically
decoupled [35, 43–46]. It can also be used for dynamically coupled systems where the coupled
terms are treated as disturbances to the dynamics of the local systems [47–49] or replaced by some
presumed fixed trajectories [50]. The cooperative DMPC is frequently used in systems where sub-
systems are coupled in some forms. This cooperative strategy was first introduced by [51] and
followed by [52–54]. Generally speaking, the cooperative DMPC has better performance due to
the cooperation among subsystems. In the context of game theory [55], the non-cooperative DMPC
allows the subsystems to move towards Nash equilibrium [40,56,57], while the cooperative DMPC
nonetheless seeks to achieve the Pareto optimal solution [40, 58].
In terms of information exchange, there are two different types of transmission protocols, namely
non-iterative DMPC and iterative DMPC. In the non-iterative DMPC, the information is transmitted
only once and each subsystem solves its MPC problem once within each sampling time [37, 50,
59, 60]. Meanwhile, in the iterative DMPC, the information can be transmitted many times and
each subsystem need to solve its MPC problem repeatedly within each sampling time [51, 61–64].
Usually, the iterative DMPC requires more computations and communications and its control is
closer to the optimal of the centralized MPC, and hence has better performance. Additionally, some
proper stopping criterion is needed in the iterative DMPC. The past works use either the maximal
number of iterations [51, 61, 62] or a centralized stopping criterion [64] to ensure that the solution
is within some accuracy. However, the maximal number of iterations is a loose condition and the
centralized stopping criterion is not desirable in a distributed implementation.
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In almost all DMPC approaches, recursive feasibility and stability of the overall system should be
guaranteed. Like the centralized MPC, the terminal set of the whole networked system can be used
to ensure these properties. However, due to the coupled dynamics and constraints, it is difficult to
determine the terminal set. The most convenient choice of the terminal set is the origin of the indi-
vidual subsystem [51,65]. Less conservative approaches [66,67] use an ellipsoidal set induced from
a block diagonal Lyapunov matrix. While being a great improvement, restricting Lyapunov matrix
to be block-diagonal is still restrictive. To the best of the author’s knowledge, further research is
needed for computation of the terminal set of DMPC without significant performance deterioration.
1.3 Motivation
Based on the review in the previous section, DMPC is an important control strategy for constrained
networked systems and its study has not been completely explored. The following table presents a
summary of the existing DMPC approaches according to different classification attributes.
Classification attributes DMPC approaches
Topology of the communication network fully connectedpartially connected
Performance index non-cooperative
cooperative
Protocol of information exchange non-iterativeiterative
Table 1.1: Summary of existing DMPC approaches
In the presence of coupled dynamics and constraints, it it desirable to use cooperative and iterative
DMPC to avoid significant performance deterioration. This thesis considers both the fully connected
and partially connected networks. The focus is placed on the partially connected network as it
has lower communication cost and is more realistic for large-scale networked systems. In order
to facilitate the distributed implementation, the terminal sets should be determined in a distributed
manner. For iterative algorithms, some proper stopping criterion is needed to terminate the algorithm
for solving the online MPC problem. A convenient choice of the stopping criterion is the maximal
number of iterations. However, this stopping criterion is conservative in most of the cases. This
thesis proposes some tight stopping criterions under different MPC formulations and they are done
in a distributed manner. The close-loop behaviour of the DMPC will also be investigated and the
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comparison will be made with the centralized MPC.
1.4 Scope and Organization of the Thesis
The thesis focuses on discrete time-invariant linear systems with coupled dynamics and linear cou-
pled constraints. Nonlinear systems and nonconvex constraints are beyond the scope of this thesis.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2
This chapter gives a review of some theoretical results, including basic mathematical concepts, prop-
erties of the standard MPC, ADMM and some closely related existing DMPC approaches.
Chapter 3
This chapter discusses developments in the area of distributed consensus algorithms. A review of
consensus coordination problems and multi-agent consensus optimization is provided. A finite-time
consensus algorithm is also proposed in this chapter.
Chapter 4
This chapter proposes a decoupling strategy for DMPC for a network of dynamically-coupled linear
systems with uncoupled constraints. The proposed approach uses time-varying terminal sets to
ensure feasibility and stability of the overall system. Distributed implementations of this approach
are proposed under two different cases: the network is fully connected (or when a central collector
is used); the network is connected.
Chapter 5
This chapter proposes a DMPC approach for a family of discrete-time linear systems with local
(uncoupled) and global (coupled) constraints. The proposed approach is based on the dual problem
of a MPC optimization problem involving all systems, which is then distributedly solved using
Alternating Direction Multiplier Method (ADMM). To improve the computational efficiency, this
approach also allows early termination of the ADMM process via a finite-time consensus algorithm.
Chapter 6
This chapter proposes an accelerated DMPC approach for the same problem in Chapter 5. Similarly,
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this accelerated approach is based on the dual problem of an overall MPC optimization problem in-
volving all systems. However, this dual problem is then solved distributively based on the Nesterov-
accelerated-gradient algorithm. Under reasonable assumptions, the approach is able to produce a
suboptimal solution and converges faster than the approach in Chapter 5 for the same accuracy.
Chapter 7
This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this thesis and provides possible directions for
future work.
CHAPTER 2
Basic Concepts and Literature Review
This chapter reviews some well-known results that are related to the proposed DMPC approaches
in this thesis. It begins with some related mathematical background, followed by a review on MPC
and some distributed algorithms to solve the MPC prolem. Finally, it also provides a detailed review
on existing DMPC approaches.
2.1 Mathematical Background
This section provides some related mathematical background, including basic properties of convex
sets and convex functions, and standard definitions in graph theory.
2.1.1 Convex Sets and Convex Functions
Definition 2.1. A set C is convex if the line segment between any two points in C lies in C, i.e.,
θx1 +(1−θ)x2 ∈C,∀x1,x2 ∈C,∀θ ∈ [0,1] (2.1)
Given x1,x2, · · · ,xk, a point is called a convex combination of x1,x2, · · · ,xk, if it can be represented
as θ1x1 + θ2x2 + · · ·+ θkxk, where θ1 + θ2 + · · ·+ θk = 1 and θi ≥ 0 for all i = 1,2, · · · ,k. For an
arbitrary set S in Rn, the convex hull can be generated from S using the convex combination.
Definition 2.2. The convex hull of S, denoted conv S, is the set of all convex combinations of points
10
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in C, or,
conv S = {θ1x1 +θ2x2 + · · ·+θkxk : xi ∈C,θi ≥ 0,∀i = 1,2, · · · ,k,θ1 +θ2 + · · ·+θk = 1} (2.2)
The following theorem can be derived from the definition of the convex hull.
Theorem 2.1. Let S be an arbitrary set in Rn. Then, conv S is the smallest convex set containing S
There are some special points in a convex set that are called extreme points, whose definition is
given as follows.
Definition 2.3. Given the convex set S⊆ Rn, a point p ∈ S is called an extreme point of S, if it does
not lie in any open line segment joining two points of S.
In other words, for an extreme point p of a convex set S, p = θx1 +(1− θ)x2 with x1,x2 ∈ S and
θ ∈ (0,1) implies that p = x1 = x2.
One special case of convex sets is represented by polyhedral sets.
Definition 2.4. A set S⊆Rn is a polyhedral set if it is the intersection of a finite number of equalities
and inequalities, e.g. S = {x ∈ Rn : Ax = b,Cx≤ d} with A ∈Rm×n,C ∈Rp×n,b ∈ Rm and d ∈ Rp.
It can be easily verified that a polyhedral set is convex. A bounded polyhedral set is often called a
polytope. The convex hull of a finite set of points is a bounded polyhedral set or polytope. Given a
set of points {v1,v2, · · · ,vk}, its convex hull can be represented as




θi = 1} (2.3)
Although the convex hull is a polyhedral set, it is generally difficult to convert this convex hull
form into the standard expression in Definition 2.4. Both expressions can be used to represent a
polyhedral set.
With the properties of convex sets, the properties of convex functions are also given.
Definition 2.5. Let f : S → Rn, where S is a nonempty convex set in Rn. The function f is convex
(concave) on S if
f (θx+(1−θ)y) ≤ (≥) θ f (x)+ (1−θ) f (y), ∀x,y ∈ S,∀θ ∈ [0,1] (2.4)
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The function f is strictly convex (concave) on S if
f (θx+(1−θ)y) < (>) θ f (x)+ (1−θ) f (y), ∀x,y ∈ S,x 6= y,∀θ ∈ (0,1) (2.5)
From the definitions, it can be shown that a function f is concave if and only if − f is convex. For a
differentiable function f on S, it is convex if and only if
f (y)≥ f (x)+∇ f (x)T (y− x), ∀x,y ∈ S (2.6)
If f is twice differentiable on S, it is convex if and only if
∇2 f (x)  0, ∀x ∈ S (2.7)
A stronger property is called strongly convex. For a differentiable function f on S, it is strongly
convex if there exists a σ > 0 such that
(∇ f (y)−∇ f (x))T (y− x)≥ σ‖y− x‖2, ∀x,y ∈ S (2.8)
If f is twice differentiable on S, it is strongly convex if there exists a σ > 0 such that
∇2 f (x)  σ I, ∀x ∈ S (2.9)
However, if the function f is nondifferentiable, the subgradient can be defined.
Definition 2.6. Consider a convex function f : S→Rn, where S is a nonempty convex set in Rn. The
vector d ∈ Rn is a subgradient of f at x ∈ S if
f (y)≥ f (x)+dT (y− x), ∀y ∈ S (2.10)
The function f is subdifferentiable on the convex set S if it has a subgradient at any x ∈ S.
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2.1.2 Graph Theory
Some standard definitions in graph theory are given next. This thesis only considers undirected
graphes.
Definition 2.7. A graph G = (V,E) is a pair of a set V of vertices and a set E of edges. Every
element of E is a pair of vertices in V , e.g. E ⊆ V ×V . For any two vertices, v1,v2 ∈ V , they are
adjacent if (v1,v2) ∈ E .
Definition 2.8. A walk in the graph G = (V,E) is a sequence of vertices v1,v2, · · · ,vk such that
(vi,vi+1) ∈ E for all i ∈ Zk−1. A path is a walk that visits each vertex at most once, e.g. vi 6= v j for
any i 6= j. A closed walk is a walk where v1 = vk. A circle is a closed path where (vk,v1) ∈ E .
Definition 2.9. The graph G = (V,E) is connected if there exists a path for any two vertices in the
set V .
Definition 2.10. A tree is a connected graph with no cycles.
Definition 2.11. The graph G = (V,E) is fully or completely connected if every pair of vertices are
adjacent, e.g. E = V ×V .
Definition 2.12. A node is called the central or master node in a graph if it is adjacent to all the
other vertices.
2.2 Model Predictive Control
Mode predictive control (MPC) or receding horizon control (RHC) is an advanced control technol-
ogy for constrained systems, with extensive applications to various industries. A large number of
works [28–31] have been devoted on the theoretical properties of MPC, such as stability, closed-loop
performance, and robustness. The applications of MPC can be found in [68].
Consider the discrete-time linear system
x(t +1) = Ax(t)+Bu(t), t ∈ Z+0 (2.11)
x(t) ∈ X , u(t) ∈U, (2.12)
where x ∈ Rn and u ∈ Rm are the state and control of the system and X and U are appropriate
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constraint sets on x and u respectively. The objective of the control is to steer the state to the origin
with the constraint (2.12) being satisfied at every time instant.
2.2.1 The Optimal Control Problem
The general framework of model predictive control(MPC) for (2.11) is to solve an online finite
horizon optimization problem (FHOP) having an objective function with constraints on the predicted
state and predicted control for each stage of the horizon, together with some appropriate end stage
constraint. Let the predicted control sequence be
ut = {u0|t ,u1|t , · · · ,uN−1|t} (2.13)
where N is the horizon length and ui|t is the ith predicted control from the current time instant t. Let
xi|t denote the ith predicted state and the associated predicted state sequence is
xt = {x0|t ,x1|t , · · · ,xN|t} (2.14)





l(xi|t ,ui|t)+ l f (xN|t) (2.15)
where l(·, ·) and l f (·) are some appropriate stage cost and terminal cost. The optimal predicted
control sequence is then obtained by solving the following FHOP
P(x(t)) : JN(x(t)) = min
ut
VN(xt ,ut)
s.t. xi+1|t = Axi|t +Bui|t ,x0|t = x(t), i ∈ ZN−10 , (2.16a)
xi|t ∈ X ,ui|t ∈U,xN|t ∈ X f (2.16b)
where X f is some appropriate terminal set. Let the optimal control sequence be
u∗t = {u∗0|t ,u∗1|t , · · · ,u∗N−1|t} (2.17)
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Then, the MPC control law is the first control
κ(x(t)) = u∗0|t (2.18)
After the control law is applied to system (2.11), the new state x(t +1) can be obtained at t +1 and
P(x(t +1)) is solved again with x(t +1). The closed-loop system becomes
x(t +1) = Ax(t)+Bκ(x(t)) (2.19)
Figure 2.1 presents a conceptual picture of the standard MPC scheme.
Figure 2.1: A conceptual picture of MPC
2.2.2 The Terminal Cost and Set
The terminal cost l f (x) plays an important role in the closed-loop stability of (2.19) [29]. In order
to ensure the stability, the terminal cost should satisfy
l(x,k f (x))− l f (x)+ l f (x+)≤ 0,∀x ∈ X f (2.20)
where k f (x) is some stabilizing local control law for system (2.11) and x+ = Ax+Bκ f (x). The stage
cost can be defined by
l(x,u) = ‖x‖2Q +‖u‖2R (2.21)
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for some appropriate weighting matrices Q,R≻ 0. The stabilizing control law and the terminal cost
are typically chosen to be
k f (x) = Kx, l f (x) = ‖x‖2P (2.22)
where P satisfies
(A+BK)T P(A+BK)−P−(Q+KT RK) (2.23)
for some stabilizing K of (A,B). In the standard MPC of linear systems, P and K are often obtained
from the Algebraic Riccatti equation [69]
P = AT PA−AT PB(BT PB+R)−1BT PA+Q (2.24)
K =−(BT PB+R)−1BT PA, (2.25)
Some terminal set X f is often used to ensure recursive feasibility of MPC. It is usually chosen to be
a constraint-admissible invariant set of (2.11) with the control law κ f (x), see the definition in [29].
As shown in [32, 70], for linear systems, the maximal constraint-admissible invariant set exists and
it can be easily determined.
2.2.3 Recursive Feasibility and Stability
Recursive feasibility and stability are two important properties of MPC. Recursive feasibility means
that the feasibility of P(x(t)) implies the feasibility of P(x(t + 1)). The basic idea is to construct
a feasible solution at time t + 1 using the solution at time t. Suppose P(x(t)) is feasible at time
t and the optimal control sequence obtained from P(x(t)) is u∗t = {u∗0|t ,u∗1|t , · · · ,u∗N−1|t} with the
associated state sequence x∗t = {x∗0|t ,x∗1|t , · · · ,x∗N|t}. Then, by applying the control law (2.18), the
new state becomes x(t + 1) = Ax(t)+Bκ(x(t)) = x∗1|t . The control sequence {u∗1|t , · · · ,u∗N−1|t} will
steer x∗1|t to x
∗
N|t ∈X f . Consider that X f is a constraint-admissible invariant set [29], a feasible control
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sequence to P(x(t +1)) can be obtained by
u˜t+1 := {u˜0|t+1, u˜1|t+1, · · · , u˜N−1|t+1} := {u∗1|t , · · · ,u∗N−1|t ,u∗N|t} (2.26)
where u∗N|t = κ f (x
∗
N|t). The associated state sequence is
x˜t+1 = {x˜0|t+1, u˜1|t+1, · · · , x˜N|t+1} := {x∗1|t , · · · ,x∗N|t ,x∗N+1|t} (2.27)
where x∗N+1|t = Ax
∗
N|t +Bκ f (x
∗
N|t). Hence, P(x(t+1)) is feasible. The stability result can be obtained
by considering JN(x) as a Lyapunov function of the closed-loop system (2.19). It can be found in [29]
that JN(x) is decreasing along any trajectory of (2.19) until the state reaches the origin.
Although MPC is an effective control strategy and enjoys good performance, the online compu-
tational burden increases significantly when the size of the problem P(x) increases. Hence, for
large-scale systems, it is necessary to implement distributed computation for the online MPC prob-
lem. The rest of this chapter will review some well-known distributed algorithms that are suitable
for solving the online MPC problem, including ADMM and gradient methods.
2.3 ADMM
The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) was first proposed in [71–73] and it is
suitable for solving structured large-scale optimization problems. Due to its strong convergence
properties [74], it is widely used in the areas of image and signal processing [75], machine learn-
ing [76] and resource allocation [77]. The wide application of ADMM then motivates extensive
theoretical studies [74,78–83]. This section discusses the standard ADMM formulation, the conver-
gence results and the implementation of ADMM on distributed optimization problems.
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2.3.1 Standard ADMM Algorithm




s.t. Ax+Bz = c (2.28b)
x ∈ X ,z ∈ Z (2.28c)
where A ∈ Rp×n, B ∈ Rp×m, c ∈ Rp, X ⊂ Rn and Z ⊂ Rm are given. f (x) and g(z) are assumed to
be convex and subdifferentiable. The augmented Lagrangian is
Lρ(x,z,y) = f (x)+g(z)+ yT (Ax+Bz− c)+ 12ρ‖Ax+Bz− c‖
2
2 (2.29)
where y∈Rp is the multiplier of the constraint (2.28b) and ρ > 0 is some penalty parameter. ADMM
consists of the following iterates
xk+1 = arg min
x∈X
Lρ(x,zk,yk) (2.30a)
zk+1 = arg min
z∈Z
Lρ(xk+1,z,yk) (2.30b)
yk+1 = yk +ρ(Axk+1 +Bzk+1− c) (2.30c)
Note that a coordinator is needed to collect information from x and z to update the dual variable y.
Under some mild assumptions, ADMM converges to an optimal solution [74, 78].
The convergence rate of the ADMM algorithm is also studied in the literature . For general convex
objective functions, the best known convergence rate is O(1/k) [79,80]. Although this convergence
rate is not so appealing, ADMM converges to modest accuracy very fast in practice. Note that it
may be still slow for ADMM to converge to high accuracy. When the objective function is strongly
convex, it is possible to obtain the exponential convergence rate [81, 83].
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2.3.2 Distributed Implementation of ADMM
One important advantage of ADMM is that it can be used as an effective tool in parallel and dis-
tributed optimization. This section discusses several types of problems that allows distributed im-
plementations of ADMM. The most typical problem is the one with a shared common variable and







where X ⊂ Rn is a nonempty closed convex set and fi : Rn → R∪ {+∞} is a convex function
representing the local objective function known by agent i. This problem has received a lot of
attention in the literature [74,84–87]. A detailed review on the consensus optimization will be given
in Section 3.2. This section discusses a distributed ADMM formulation of this problem. Using the







s.t. xi = z,∀i ∈ ZM (2.32b)
































i +ρ(xk+1i − zk+1) (2.34c)
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It can be seen from (2.34b) that a central node is needed to update z. Hence, this algorithm is not







s.t. xi−Eiz = 0, i ∈ ZM (2.35b)
where X i ⊆ Rni is the local constraint set of agent i, Ei ∈ {0,1}ni×n is some appropriate selection
matrix such that the local variable xi corresponds to some component of the global variable z in












with ρ > 0. The ADMM iterates becomes
xk+1i = arg min
xi∈X i









(− (yi)T Eizk + 12ρ‖xk+1i −Eiz‖2) (2.37b)
yk+1i = y
k
i +ρ(xk+1i −Eizk+1) (2.37c)
As shown in [74], the update of each component of z only requires the the local variables that are
coupled with this component in (2.35b). When all Ei are equal to In, (2.37) becomes (2.34).
Both the two problems above are coupled via variables. ADMM can also be extended to solve
problems that are coupled via constraints. Consider the problem with coupled constraints and M











Aixi = c (2.38b)
xi ∈ Xi, i ∈ ZM (2.38c)
where Xi ⊂ Rni is a nonempty closed convex set known by agent i. The direct extension of ADMM
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yields the following iterates
xk+11 = arg min
x1∈X1






















































Aixk+1i +AMxM − c‖2 (2.39c)




Aixk+1i − c) (2.39d)




Aixi− c = 0. The first M optimization
problems are solved sequentially over the M agents and the dual variable is updated only when all
the new local variables are received. Although this direction extension of ADMM is very effective
in solving many practical problems [92,93], the convergence is not guaranteed generally [94] and is
only guaranteed under some sufficient conditions [80, 94]. This algorithm is also known as Gauss-
Seidel ADMM [89], because blocks are updated sequentially. In order to have better parallelization,
Jacobian ADMM is proposed in [91]
xk+1i = arg min
x1∈X1











A jxkj− c‖2 (2.40a)




Aixk+1i − c) (2.40b)
According to the discussion above, ADMM can be regarded as a powerful tool of parallel and dis-
tributed computation. However, further investigation is needed when it is implemented for the MPC
formulation including the design of the stopping criterion. Moreover, in the presence of coupled con-
straints, the extended ADMM formulations (2.39) and (2.40) need information from all the agents.
This will require a central node or a fully connected network and hence is conservative. To circum-
vent this problem, this thesis will propose a consensus-based ADMM approach that only requires a
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connected network.
2.4 Nestrov’s Fast Gradient Method
This section discusses the Nestrov’s fast gradient method including its application to the ADMM
and distributed gradient formulations.
2.4.1 Gradient and Distributed Gradient Method
Consider a differentiable convex function f :Rn→R, the gradient method takes the following iterate
to minimize f (x) subject to some closed convex constraint x ∈ X
xk+1 = PX [xk− c∇ f (xk)] (2.41)
where PX [·] denote the projection onto the set X and c > 0 is some constant step-size. We assume
that ∇ f (x) is Lipschitz continuous with parameter L in X
‖∇ f (x)−∇ f (y)‖ ≤ L‖x− y‖, ∀x,y ∈ X (2.42)
Let f ∗= min{ f (x) : x∈X}. Provided c is sufficiently small, the gradient method will converge to f ∗
and the number of iterations to reach f (xk)− f ∗ ≤ ε is O(1/ε). In addition, suppose f (x) is strongly
convex, the gradient method converges to f ∗ with an exponential rate, see Chapter 2 of [95].
Suppose f (x) is the sum of M differentiable and separable objective functions in the form of (2.31).
The iterate in (2.41) can be rewritten as





This formulation admits a distributed implementation [85, 86, 96], where each objective function is
known by an agent and the M agents are connected by a network. Consider the graph G = (V,E)
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with the weight matrix W (k) = [wi j(k)], the update rule at agent i is
xk+1i = PX [ ∑
j∈Ni∪{i}
wi j(k)xkj −αk∇ fi(xki )] (2.44)
where Ni := { j ∈ V : (i, j)∈ E} and {αk} is some proper step-size sequence. The detailed discussion
can be found in Section 3.2 with other distributed optimization algorithms.
2.4.2 Centralized Fast Gradient Method
A fast gradient method was proposed in [97] to accelerate the standard gradient method. The method
consists of a extrapolation step and a gradient projection step
yk = xk +βk(xk− xk−1) (2.45)
xk+1 = PX [yk− c∇ f (yk)] (2.46)
where x−1 = x0 and βk ∈ (0,1). βk is considered as the extrapolation factor. As shown in Section
6.9 of [98], with proper choice of βk, the iteration complexity to reach f (xk)− f ∗ ≤ ε is O(1/√ε)
or the cost function has the convergence rate O(1/k2). The choice of βk is
βk = θk(1−θk−1)θk−1 (2.47)





, θk ≤ 2k+2 , k ≥ 0 (2.48)
One choice of θk is that θ−1 = θ0 = 1 and 1−θk+1θ 2k+1 =
1
θ 2k
for all k≥ 0. It can be concluded by induction
that θk ≤ 2k+2 and θk+1 < θk for all k ≥ 0. Another choice is that θ−1 = 1 and θk = 2k+2 for all k≥ 0.
Other two Nesterov fast gradient methods were proposed in [99, 100] with the same convergence
rate. A unified framework of fast gradient methods can be found in [101]
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2.4.3 Centralized Fast ADMM
The Nesterov’s acceleration technique can also be adapted to ADMM to solve the following problem.
The work [102] proposes a Nesterov-type acceleration for the problem (2.28) with the convergence
rate O(1/k2) in the case where, X = Rn, Z = Rm, and A and B are identity matrices. Another fast
ADMM is proposed in [103] to solve the same unconstrained problem (X = Rn and Z = Rm) for
general A and B with the convergence rate O(1/k2 + 1/k). In [104], a fast linearized ADMM was
proposed with the convergence rate O(1/k2 + 1/k) for the cost and O(1/k 32 + 1/k) for the equality
constraint. A better convergence rate O(1/k2) can be obtained in the work [105] on the condition
that f (x) and g(z) are strongly convex. However, for weakly convex function, a restart procedure is
needed to guaranteed the convergence of this algorithm [105].
2.4.4 Distributed Fast Gradient Methods
This section reviews some distributed Nesterov-type gradient methods to solve problems in the form
of (2.31). In [106], the authors directly incorporated the Nesterov accelerating technique with the
distributed gradient method discussed in Section 2.4.1. Consider X = Rn and the graph G = (V,E)
with the fixed weight matrix W = [wi j], the update rule at agent i is
xk+1i = ∑
j∈Ni∪{i}
wi jykj−α∇ fi(yki ) (2.49a)
yk+1i = x
k+1
i +βk(xk+1i − xki ) (2.49b)
where α > 0 is some fixed step-size and the extrapolation factor is set to be βk = k−1k+2 . The conver-
gence results of this algorithm is derived on the conditions that both fi(x) and ∇ fi(x) are Lipschitz
continuous and the step-size α should be sufficiently small. For the constant step-size α , this algo-
rithm does not converge to the exact optimal solution but only to some neighborhood of the optimal.
The convergence rate of the cost is O(1/α +α/k2+1/k2). The smaller the step-size α is, the closer
the solution is to the optimal. However, the convergence speed will be slow for small α . In order
to approach the exact solution, a diminishing step-size should be used, e.g. αk = ck+1 for some
c > 0. However, the convergence speed will become slow for a diminishing step-size. As shown
in [107, 108], the convergence rate for the diminishing step-size αk = ck+1 is O(logk/k), which is
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slower than the one with the constant step-size. The work [109] also proposed a distributed Nesterov-
type gradient method using the constant step-size and it is able to achieve O(1/k) convergence rate
with additional iteration steps. In [107], the authors proposed a consensus-based distributed Nes-
terov gradient method that uses consensus iterations in the inner loop. The convergence rate of this
method is O(1/k2), which is the the best convergence rate that Nesterov’s gradient methods can
achieve. However, the number of the inner-loop consensus steps grows with the outer-loop index,
which results in the significant increase in the number of information exchanges. This thesis aims
to overcome this problem by using a inner loop with fixed number of steps.
2.5 Distributed Model Predictive Control
This section reviews existing DMPC approaches for a group of interacting systems, which can be
coupled in various forms, including dynamics, cost functions and constraints.
2.5.1 Coupled Dynamics
Dynamically coupled systems can be found in the various areas such as power systems [62, 110],
process control systems [111] and supply chain systems [112]. Several DMPC approaches have
been proposed in [59, 113, 114] for dynamically coupled linear time-invariant systems with no state
and input constraints. Conditions for stability of the closed-loop system are discussed in these
approaches. [115] presents a min-max DMPC approach for dynamically coupled nonlinear time-
invariant systems with state constraints, where each local system treats the neighboring system states






where Ji(xi,ui,vi) is the performance index, xi and ui are the predicted state and input sequences,
and vi is the disturbance sequence. Note that xi and vi are subject to some proper constraints. The
stability condition is obtained by imposing the predicted state bound as constraints in the DMPC
problem. Each system broadcasts the bounds to its neighbors and at the same time receives the
bound for vi from the neighbors. Using these bounds, all the systems solve the min-max problem
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(2.50) to optimize performance with respect to worst-case disturbances. As the solutions obtained
from the approaches above are not necessary optimal, a DMPC framework is proposed in [51, 61]
for a set of coupled linear systems to seek the optimal solution. Consider M coupled linear systems






wiJi(xi,ui,u j 6=i) (2.51)




wi = 1, and the state and input sequence are subject to proper constraints. All the
systems work iteratively and cooperatively towards achieving the overall optimal solution of (2.51).







wiJi(xi,ui,u j 6=i,p−1) (2.52)
where u j 6=i,p−1 denotes the solutions of the other systems at iteration p−1. This process is repeated
until the stopping criterion is met. However, the systems in [51, 61] are coupled only through the
control inputs. In [37], a decentralized approach is presented for large-scale dynamical processes
subject to input constraints. In [37], the overall model of the process is decoupled into several
(possibly overlapping) smaller models which are used for optimizing the local problems. Suppose
the overall model (2.11) is decoupled into M submodels. For all i ∈ ZM, define xi ∈Rni as the vector
collecting a subset of the state components and ui ∈Rmi as the vector collecting a subset of the input
components
xi =W Ti x, ui = ZTi u, (2.53)
where Wi ∈Rn×ni and Zi ∈Rm×mi are the appropriate selection matrices with W Ti Wi = Ini and ZTi Zi =
Imi . By the definition of xi in (2.53), the following expression can be obtained
xi(t +1) =W Ti x(t +1) =W Ti Ax(t)+W Ti Bu(t) (2.54)
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An approximation of the overall model (2.11) is obtained by replacing W Ti A and W Ti B in (2.54) with
W Ti AWiW Ti and W Ti BZiZTi respectively, therefore getting the reduced submodel
xi(t +1) = Aixi(t)+Biu(t) (2.55)
where Ai = W Ti AWiW Ti and Bi = W Ti BZiZTi . Using this submodel, the DMPC can be designed in-
dividually according to the standard MPC. The limitation of this approach is that it requires the
overall system and decoupled local systems to be open-loop asymptotically stable. Another DMPC
approach is proposed in [50] for dynamically coupled nonlinear systems that are subject to indepen-
dent input constraints. In [50], all systems exchange the predicted trajectories with their neighbors
and a consistency constraint is imposed on the MPC problem to ensure that the systems stay close
to the predicted trajectories. Each system then solves a local DMPC problem similar to [115]. More
recently, [48, 49] propose the use of tube-based method [116] to deal with the dynamical coupling
among systems. The dynamical coupling is treated as the disturbance that lies inside some bounded
set. The dynamics of the ith system is given by
xi(t +1) = Aiixi(t)+Biui(t)+wi(t), (2.56)
wi(t) = ∑
j∈Ni
Ai jx j(t) (2.57)
where Ni denotes the neighbors of system i. Using this model, the robust MPC can be designed
for each system by the tube-based method [116]. However, in most of the approaches above, the
optimality properties have not been established and the choice of the terminal set is conservative.
2.5.2 Coupled Cost Functions
Another interesting problem is where the systems are coupled through the cost functions. Its applica-
tion can be found in multi-agent coordination problems using coupling penalty functions [117,118].
A DMPC approach for multi-vehicle formation stabilization is proposed in [43], where the systems
are only coupled in the cost functions with decoupled dynamics and constraints. For each system
i, the local cost function is given in the form of Ji(xi,x−i,ui) where x−i denotes the states of the
neighbors of system i. Let xˆi denote the predicted trajectory of system i. The communication among
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systems is needed so that each system can broadcast the previous optimal control trajectory to its
neighbors. The stability can be obtained on the condition that the actual trajectory is within some





subject to the constraint on the distance to the predicted trajectory ‖xi − xˆi‖ ≤ δ for some pre-
specified δ > 0 and other standard constraints. In [35], the DMPC approach also allows the local
cost functions to be dependent on the state and the inputs of the neighbors. Besides the states, the
inputs are also coupled in the cost functions. The stage cost of system i can be given by
li(xi,ui,x−i,u−i) = lii(xi,ui)+ ∑
j∈Ni
li j(xi,ui,x j,u j) (2.59)
where lii(xi,ui) is the local cost and li j(xi,ui,x j,u j) is the coupled term. Stability is achieved with
a zero terminal constraint set. The DMPC approach in [46] uses an invariant set as the terminal set
and introduces an easily verifiable constraint in each system to ensure stability of the overall system.
Similar to [43], the states are coupled in the local cost functions while the inputs are decoupled. The
stability is discussed under two cases. Each system is asymptotically stable in the disturbance-free
case and the state of each subsystem converges to some neighborhood of the origin asymptotically
in the non-zero disturbance case. More recently, the works in [66, 67, 119] study the DMPC for a
set of linear systems with both coupled dynamics and cost functions. The cost functions are coupled
only by neighboring states. The local cost function of system i is given by Ji(xNi ,ui), where xNi is
the predicted state sequence of all the neighbors and its own and ui is the local predictive control







subject to the state and input constraints. This problem should be solved by all the M systems in
a cooperative and distributed manner. The variable {xNi ,ui} is considered as the local variable of
system i. Note that these local variables can overlap. These works propose to formulate this problem
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into the form of (2.35) by introducing an overall consensus variable and then solve it by ADMM.
This idea can be also found in a more general framework of the ADMM-based solution of the DMPC
problem [88]. Recursive feasibility stability is guaranteed by introducing time-varying ellipsoidal
sets induced from a block diagonal Lyapunov matrix. However, it is conservative to use ellipsoidal
sets as the terminal set and restrict Lyapunov matrix to be block-diagonal for linear systems.
2.5.3 Coupled Constraints
There are also problems that the systems are linked by coupling constraints. A robust DMPC ap-
proach is proposed in [44] of a set of dynamically decoupled linear systems with coupled constraints
and bounded disturbances. The DMPC problem is solved at each sampling time in a sequential pro-
cess where the local problems are solved in a fixed sequence and each system is optimized with
all others holding constant. Let ˜Z i denote the set of the variables of other systems that share the
same coupled constraints with system i. Using the information ˜Z i, the problem solved by system i






subject to the local constraints and coupled constraints. The variables of other systems in the coupled
constraints are fixed and only the local variable is free. To ensure the constraint satisfaction, commu-
nication among systems is needed and each system is required to broadcast its most recent optimal
trajectory to its downstream system. The overall algorithm of the M systems is implemented at each
sampling time in the following sequence: Subproblem 1 → Subproblem 2 → ··· → Subproblem
M. To handle the bounded disturbance, the tightened method proposed in [120] is also used in this
formulation. By the use of the tube-based method [116], the work [120] is then extended in [121]
where only one system is optimized at each sampling time while the other systems use the previous
control plan. The agents thus update in a sequence, {p1, p2, · · · , pk, pk+1, · · · }, to be chosen by the
designer. Suppose pt = i at time t, system i is activated and it solves (2.61) with the information
˜Z i received from the coupled systems. In order to obtain better overall performance, [60] further
extends the DMPC approach in [121] to promote inter-agent cooperation by designing a coopera-
tive set. All the systems within the cooperating set are optimized jointly with a weighted sum of
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local cost functions. For each system i, a cooperative set Ci is designed and the weighted local cost
function is given by
Ji(ui)+ ∑
j∈Ci
αi jJ j(uˆ j) (2.62)
where uˆ j is an artificial variable and αi j > 0 is the weight. The state sequences are dropped in the
cost function for notational simplicity. Let uˆCi denote the set of the artificial variables of system i.





αi jJ j(uˆ j) (2.63)
subject to the local and coupled constraints, similar to (2.61). As a computational improvement
of [60], the work in [122] introduces a parallel computation scheme by permitting the simultaneous
optimizing of local problems at each time step while maintaining robust feasibility and stability. In
this approach, a sequence of sets are designed, {ℓopt(0), ℓopt(1), · · · , ℓopt(k), ℓopt(k+1), · · · }, and all
the systems in ℓopt(t) are activated at time t. However, in all these approaches, the optimality of the
overall system still remains unclear as the optimality properties are not explicitly pursued.
CHAPTER 3
Consensus Algorithms and Finite-Time Consensus
Distributed coordination of multi-agent systems has received extensive attention in recent years and
its applications can be found in various areas, including unmanned air vehicles(UAVs) [123], au-
tonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) [124,125], formation control [126,127], mobile robots [128],
and congestion control in communication networks [129], to name a few. In many circumstances,
a group of agents need to reach some common agreement. These are known as consensus prob-
lems and they can be addressed by designing consensus algorithms or protocols where the agents
negotiate and exchange information with their neighbors [130, 131]. This chapter discusses the
formulation of consensus coordination problems and multi-agent optimization. A finite-time con-
sensus algorithm is also proposed in this chapter. The network of M agents can be described as a
(connected) graph G = (V,E) with the vertex set V = {1,2, · · · ,M} and edge set E ⊂ V×V . The set
of neighbors of the ith agent is denoted by Ni := { j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E} and let |Ni| denote the number
of its neighbors. The neighbors can communicate and exchange messages with each other.
3.1 Review of Consensus Coordination Problems
The objective of the consensus problems is to drive all the agents to a common state for some given
initial state. Let xi denote the state of the ith agent for i ∈ ZM. Without loss of generality, xi is
assumed to be scalar. The discussion can be easily extended to the vector case. The consensus
condition is reached if x1 = x2 = · · · = xM. Let x := (x1,x2, · · · ,xM) ∈ RM be the overall state. The
consensus can also be expressed as x = c1 for some c ∈ R.
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A continuous-time distributed consensus protocol is in the form of [130, 132, 133]
x˙i(t) = ∑
j∈Ni
ai j(x j(t)− xi(t)) (3.1)
where A= [ai j] denotes the weighted adjacency matrix of G with ai j > 0 if (i, j) ∈ E and ai j = 0 if




1, (i, j) ∈ E
0, (i, j) 6∈ E
(3.2)
The idea of this protocol is to drive each system to the weighted average state of its neighbors
by local information exchange. Let D := diag{d1,d2, · · · ,dM} denote the degree matrix of G with
di = ∑
j∈Ni
ai j for all i ∈ ZM. The compact form of (3.1) can be expressed as
x˙(t) =−Lx(t) (3.3)
where L = D−A is known as the Laplacian matrix of G. From the choice of di = ∑
j∈Ni
ai j, it can
be seen that L1 = 0. The stability of the consensus protocol is usually discussed by the use of
Gersˇgorin disk theorem [132]. A brief summary of the stability results is given here. As shown
in [132, 134], 0 is a simple eigenvalue if G is a strongly connected graph, where there is a directed
path connecting any two arbitrary nodes of the graph. If G is a strongly connected graph, a consensus
can be reached asymptotically [130,133]. However, this is only a sufficient condition. The necessary
and sufficient condition can be found in [132]. For an undirected connected graph G(e.g. ai j = a ji
for all (i, j) ∈ E), L is symmetric and L 0. For such a graph, the asymptotic stability is guaranteed
and the convergence rate of the consensus protocol is determined by the second smallest eigenvalue
of L, which is also known as the algebraic connectivity of G [135].
The discrete-time protocol of (3.1) is given as
xi(t +1) = xi(t)+ γ ∑
j∈Ni
ai j(x j(t)− xi(t)) (3.4)
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or, in the compact form as
x(t +1) =W x(t) (3.5)
where W = I− γL and γ is considered as the step-size. In general, W = e−γL and (3.4) is considered
as the first-order approximation of (3.1). If γ is less than the maximum degree ∆ := maxi{di}, W
is a row stochastic nonnegative matrix as W1 = 1 and I− γL is nonnegative [130]. The stability
analysis follows similar arguments as the continuous-time case. If G is a strongly connected graph
and 0 < γ < ∆, a consensus can be reached asymptotically. The details can be found in [130, 133].
3.2 Multi-Agent Consensus Optimization
Another problem arises in distributed coordination of multi-agent systems is the consensus optimiza-
tion problem, where the goal is to optimize the sum of local objective functions of all the agents in







where fi : Rn → R is a convex function that is known locally to agent i only. This problem was
originally presented in [84]. Existing methods to solve this type of problems include distributed
subgradient algorithms [85, 86, 96], dual averaging methods [136–138], the augmented Lagrangian
(AL) methods [139–142] and the ADMM algorithms [143–146]. The dual averaging methods have
better performance than the subgradient algorithms for nonsmooth problems, although theoretically
they have the same convergence rate. In general, the AL methods converge faster than the standard
subgradient/gradient algorithms. Among all these algorithms, the ADMM algorithms demonstrates
fast convergence in many applications. This section reviews some well-known algorithms to solve
problems in the form of (3.6).
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3.2.1 Distributed Subgradient Algorithms
The framework of distributed subgradient algorithms is shown as follows. The distributed sub-
gradient algorithms are designed in [85, 86, 96] based on time-varying networks and can be ap-
plied naturally to time-invariant networks. In particular, [85] studied the unconstrained optimization
and [86,96] studied the constrained optimization. We start with the unconstrained optimization. Let






wi j(t)x j(t)−αi(t)di(t) (3.7)
where wi j(t) is some weight and αi(t) > 0 is a stepsize and the vector di(t) is a subgradient of
the local objective fi(x) at x = xi(t). Hence, the update rule is the combination of the consensus
protocol and gradient descent. Let the time-varying graph be denoted by G(t) := (V,E(t),W (t)) with
W (t) := [wi j(t)]. Under some proper conditions on G(t) [85], the distributed subgradient algorithm
with bounded subgradients and constant step-size α in (3.7) has an error of O(α + 1αt ) in the cost
after t iterations. Hence, when t → ∞, the solution obtained from the algorithm (3.7) has a constant
error of O(α). For the optimized α , a ε-optimal solution can be obtained in O(1/ε2) steps. In order
to achieve the exact solution, a diminishing step-size should be used.
This algorithm can also be extended to constrained problems. Suppose xi(t) is constrained to lie in a












The update rule of agent i becomes








The convergence of the constrained distributed subgradient algorithm can also be derived. The
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details of the convergence analysis can be found in [85, 86, 96].
3.2.2 Dual Averaging Methods
The problem in (3.6) can also be solved by the dual averaging method. In this section, we present
the standard centralized dual averaging method, followed by its distributed implementation. This
method is proposed in [147] to solve general constrained convex problems. It is then extended




where X ⊆ Rn is some nonempty convex set and f : X → R is convex(possibly nonsmooth). The
dual averaging method needs a proximal function ψ : X → R with ψ(0) = 0 and ψ(x) ≥ 0 for all
x ∈ X . ψ is also assumed to be strongly convex and satisfies:
ψ(y)≥ ψ(x)+∇ψT (x)(y− x)+ 1
2
‖y− x‖2,∀x,y ∈ X (3.11)
The dual averaging method generates a sequence of iterates {x(t),s(t)}∞t=0 according to the following
update rule
s(t +1) = s(t)+λ (t)d(t), (3.12)
x(t +1) = ΠψX (s(t +1),α(t)) (3.13)
where λ (t) > 0, d(t) ∈ ∂ f (x(t)), {α(t)}∞t=0 is a non-increasing sequence of positive stepsizes, and
the projection operator ΠψX (·, ·) is





There are two strategies for choosing λ (t) [147]: 1) λ (t) = 1 (simple averages); 2) λ (t) = 1‖d(t)‖∗
(weighted averages), where the dual norm ‖ · ‖∗ is defined as ‖d‖∗ := max
x
{dT x : ‖x‖ ≤ 1}. The
convergence results of the dual averaging method above can be found in [147]. The distributed dual
averaging method is presented in [137,138] to solve optimization problems in the form of (3.6) with
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the constraint x ∈ X . We consider the time-invariant undirected connected graph G = (V,E) with
the symmetric doubly stochastic weight matrix W := [wi j]. Given the non-increasing sequence α(t),
each agent i updates its state according to the following rule
si(t +1) = ∑
j∈Ni
wi js j(t)+di(t), (3.15)
xi(t +1) = ΠψX (si(t +1),α(t)) (3.16)
where di(t) ∈ ∂ fi(xi(t)). This update rule uses simple averages. Since W is doubly stochastic, the
convergence rate of the distributed dual averaging method is controlled by the second largest singular
value of W . The explicit convergence rate is studied in [137] under various types of graphes.
3.2.3 Augmented Lagrangian Methods
Another important approach to solve the consensus optimization problem of (3.6) is the Augmented
Lagrangian (AL) method, which plays an important role in constrained optimization [149]. In order







s.t. xi = x j,(i, j) ∈ E (3.17b)
where xi is the local copy of x for agent i. The augmented Lagrangian is













with λi j being the dual variable of the constraint xi− x j = 0 and the penalty parameter ρ > 0. The
standard AL method consist of the iterates
(xt+11 ,x
t+1
2 , · · · ,xt+1M ) = arg minx1,x2,··· ,xM Lρ(x1,x2, · · · ,xM ,{λ
t
i j}) (3.19)
λ t+1i j = λ ti j +ρ(xt+1i − xt+1j ),(i, j) ∈ E (3.20)
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The inner loop problem is usually solved by Jacobi/Gauss-Seidel algorithms [84, 150] where the so-
lution {xt+1i } is obtained in a distributed manner. In the Jacobi algorithm, the values of xti obtained in
iteration t remain unchanged until all the agents complete iteration t +1. Agent i uses the following
update rule.
xt+1i = arg minxi
Lρ(xt1,x
t
2,xi, · · · ,xtM ,{λ ti j}) (3.21)
λ t+1i j = λ ti j +ρ(xt+1i − xt+1j ),(i, j) ∈ E (3.22)
However, in the Gauss-Seidel algorithm, the values of xti are updated as soon as agent i complete
iteration t +1, see, e.g
xt+11 = arg minx1
Lρ(x1,xt2, · · · ,xtM ,{λ ti j}) (3.23)
xt+12 = arg minx2




xt+1M = arg minxM
Lρ(xt+11 ,x
t+1
2 , · · · ,xM ,{λ ti j}) (3.25)
λ t+1i j = λ ti j +ρ(xt+1i − xt+1j ),(i, j) ∈ E (3.26)
From the two formulations above, the Jacobi algorithm can be implemented in parallel while the
Gauss-Seidel algorithm can only be implemented sequentially. The convergence of the two algo-
rithms is discussed in [150]. A more detailed review of the distributed AL methods can be found
in [141].
3.2.4 Distributed ADMM Algorithms
The distributed ADMM algorithms have faster convergence than the methods mentioned above,
see [143–146]. However, the ADMM algorithm mentioned in Section 2.3.2 is based on the node-
wise formulation and is not fully distributed. This section discusses a fully distributed ADMM
algorithm. Consider an undirected graph G= (V,E), a reformulation of (3.6) is needed to implement








s.t. xi = zi j,x j = zi j,(i, j) ∈ E (3.27b)
where zi j is an auxiliary edge-wise variable imposing the consensus constraint on edge (i, j) ∈ E .








s.t. Ax+Bz = 0 (3.28b)
where x is the vector that collects all {xi}, z is the vector that collects {zi j}, and A and B are some
matrices that capture the graph G, see [146]. Hence, the standard ADMM procedure can be applied
to this problem as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Let αi j and βi j denote the dual variables associated
with xi = zi j and x j = zi j in (3.27) respectively. Using the manipulations of distributed ADMM
[145, 146, 151, 152], the steps in the standard ADMM can be simplified by letting















T xi +ρ |Ni|‖xi‖2 (3.30a)





(xk+1i − xk+1j ),(i, j) ∈ E (3.30b)
for some penalty parameter ρ > 0. The convergence of the distributed ADMM follows the same
arguments of the standard ADMM [79, 80]. In addition, if fi(xi) is strongly convex for all i ∈ ZM,
an exponential convergence rate can be derived [146] and the stopping criterion can be determined
using the convergence rate. However, for general convex functions, the best-known convergence rate
is O(1/k) and it is very conservative [74]. For this reason, some tight stopping criterion is needed
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in the case of non-strongly convex functions.
3.3 Finite-Time Consensus
As most of the consensus algorithms above only produce asymptotic convergence, it is natural to
pursue the finite-time convergence to improve the performance of the consensus algorithm. In prac-
tice, finite-time convergence is desirable as it provides higher accuracy and better robustness against
uncertainties [153]. This section begins with a reviews of some finite-time consensus algorithms,
followed by a proposed algorithm using the minimal polynomial of the weight matrix.
3.3.1 Review of Finite-Time Consensus Algorithms
Some finite-time consensus algorithms are reviewed below. The work in [154] studies the applica-
tion of non-smooth gradient descent flows of a differentiable function for finite-time consensus. By
characterizing the asymptotic convergence properties of these non-smooth gradient flows, suitable
conditions are identified for finite-time convergence. [155] proposes a finite-time consensus algo-
rithm for discrete-time systems with time-invariant topologies using the property of the minimal
polynomial of weight matrix. A summary of this algorithm is given below.
We consider the consensus dynamics x(t +1) =W x(t) of (3.5). Suppose the minimal polynomial of
W is q(t) := tT +pi0tT−1 + · · ·+piT−1t0 with T being the degree. This means, from the definition of
the minimal polynomial,
W T +pi0W T−1 + · · ·+piT−1I = 0 (3.31)
From (3.5) and (3.31), it can be easily verified that
x(T ) =W T x(0) =−(pi0W T−1 + · · ·+piT−1I)x(0) =−(pi0x(T −1)+ · · ·+piT−1x(0)) (3.32)
Therefore, for all t ≥ 0, xi(t) satisfies a linear difference equation of the form
xi(T + t)+pi0xi(T + t−1)+ · · ·+piT−1xi(t) = 0 (3.33)
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This also mean that xi(t) can always be computed from the set {xi(0),xi(1), · · · ,xi(T − 1)} for all




xi(T −1) · · · xi(1) xi(0)
]
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In addition, [155] also discusses the decentralized calculation of the minimal polynomial. In [156],
a framework for finite-time consensus problems is presented and protocols are provided for both the
bidirectional interaction case and the unidirectional interaction case. Although more works on finite-
time consensus can be found in [157–161], this thesis uses the minimal polynomial to establish the
finite-consensus algorithm because of its convenience and simplicity.
3.3.2 The Proposed Finite-Time Consensus Algorithm
This section derives the finite-consensus algorithm without using Z transform. Consider the case of
a consensus variable z = (z1,z2, · · · ,zM) ∈ RM over the network G satisfying (A4.3) with zi being
the scalar variable associated with the ith system. Let L(G) be the Laplacian matrix of the network:
Lii = di, the degree of node i; Li, j = −1 if (i, j) ∈ E and 0 otherwise. A doubly stochastic matrix
W ∈ RM×M = I− γL(G) for some 0 < γ ≤ 1
maxi{di} can be set up with spectral radius of 1 and the
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where z(·) is the state of the consensus dynamics of
z(ℓ+1) =Wz(ℓ) (3.37)
The last equality of (3.36) holds because z(ℓ) = ∑Mi=1 viℓξiζ Ti z(0) [162] is the solution of (3.37)
where vi is the ith eigenvalue of W and ξi(ζi) is the corresponding right (left) eigenvector. Since
|v1|= 1, ξ1 = ζ1 = 1√M1 and |vi|< 1 for all i = 2, · · · ,M, limℓ→∞ z(ℓ) = 1M11Tz(0). The expression

















for some T ≤ M. Here, the first equality of (3.38) follows from the closure property of W ∞ via the
minimal polynomial of W (tT +pi0tT−1+ · · ·+piT−1t0 = 0) and {τ0, · · · ,τT−1} can be obtained from
{pi0, · · · ,piT−1} using standard results from functions of square matrices [162]. Such a representation
is guaranteed to exist since, in the worst case, the characteristic polynomial becomes the minimal
polynomial with T = M and the closure property follows from the well-known Caley-Hamilton
principle.

















This equation shows that the ith system can obtain the value of 1M ∑Mi=1 zi(0) by computing its con-
sensus state zi(ℓ) for ℓ = 0, · · · ,T −1 and evaluating the right hand side of (3.39). Note that this T
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steps of zi is obtained in a distributed manner using the ith row of (3.37), or
zi(ℓ+1) =W iizi(ℓ)+ ∑
j∈Ni
W i jz j(ℓ), i ∈ ZM (3.40)
The finite-time consensus algorithm is summarized in the following algorithm
Algorithm 3.1: Finite-time algorithm
Input: zi(0), i ∈ ZM
Output: yi, i ∈ ZM
Initialization: set k = 0, yi = τ0zi(0), i ∈ ZM;
repeat
for all i ∈ ZM (in parallel) do
Obtain zi(k+1) from (3.40);




The above development is for the case where xi is a scalar. In the case where zi ∈Rη is a vector with
z ∈ RMη , the development from (3.36) till (3.40) holds with W replaced by W ⊗ Iη where ⊗ refers
the kronecker product of two matrices.
Remark 3.1. A special case that deserves mention is that when G is a fully connected graph. The
corresponding Laplacian matrix has all entries being −1 except the diagonals and all the diagonals
have values M−1. Hence, L(G) = MI−11T . Suppose γ = 1M . Then W = I− γL(G) = I− 1M (MI−
11T ) = 1M11
T
. This means that the characteristic polynomial of W is tM−1(t− 1) = 0. Since L(G)
is symmetric, all Jordan blocks in the Jordan decomposition of W is of order 1. Hence, the minimal
polynomial of W is t(t − 1) = 0, or T = 2 in (3.38). This implies that (3.38) can be simplified as
limℓ→∞ z(ℓ) = (limℓ→∞W ℓ)z(0) =Wz(0) = z(1).
CHAPTER 4
Distributed MPC of Constrained Linear Systems with
Time-Varying Terminal Sets
4.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the Distributed Model Predictive Control (DMPC) of a network of M systems,
each of which is of the form
xi(t +1) = ∑
j∈ZM
Ai jx j(t)+Biui(t), (4.1)
xi(t) ∈ X i, ui(t) ∈U i, i = 1, · · · ,M, t ∈ Z+ (4.2)
where xi ∈Rni , ui ∈Rmi are the state and input of the ith system, Ai j ∈Rni×n j is the system dynamics
relating xi and its coupled states of x j, X i and U i are the corresponding state and control constraints
respectively.
The study of DMPC of network system has received considerable attention recently and several
approaches have been proposed for its solution, see [15,36–40,66]. One typical approach is to treat
the Ai jx j where i 6= j as a disturbance to the i system, see [47–49, 163]. Others (Chapter 7 and
11 of [40] and [164]) propose the use of the dual decomposition approach to handle the coupled
dynamics. In these approaches, appropriate terminal constraints and terminal costs are needed; the
choices of which are also active research areas. Clearly, and the most conservative choice of the
terminal constraint is the origin [51, 63, 65]. Less conservative approaches include the use of a
static ellipsoidal terminal sets [50, 52, 53] and a time-varying ellipsoidal set induced from a block
diagonal Lyapunov matrix [66, 67]. In the latter case, each diagonal block of the Lyapunov matrix
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also determines the terminal cost function of the corresponding system. In cases where M is small or
moderate, restricting Lyapunov matrix to be block-diagonal can be restrictive. This work focuses on
such systems and proposes an approach that differs from the previous in several distinctive ways: the
Lyapunov matrix is non-diagonal (when it exists), the terminal set is time varying and moves within
the maximal constraint admissible invariant set of the overall system. These features are possible
under appropriate assumptions and additional computations. The implementation of the proposed
approach is easiest when the network is fully connected or when a central collector is used. When
this is not the case, additional linear programming (LP) problems are needed. Fortunately, these
computations can be speeded up significantly using preprocessing.
This work does not address the algorithmic details for the numerical determination of the non block-
diagonal Lyapunov matrix or the consensus algorithm of the DMPC problem as they are standard in
the literature, see for example [40] and [164].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. This section ends with the notations needed, followed
by the next section on the review of preliminary results of and additional notations for the DMPC
problem. Section 4.3 discusses the choice of the distributed stage and terminal cost functions and the
decomposition of the terminal set, including the solutions of a series of LP problems. The feasibility
and stability of the overall system is shown in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 describes preprocessing steps
that result in significant saving in the computations of the series of LP. Several numerical examples,
including one for which a diagonal Lyapunov matrix does not exist, are provided Section 4.6. The
last section concludes the work. All proofs are given in the appendices.
The notations used in this chapter are as follows. Non-negative and positive integer sets are indicated
by Z+0 and Z+ respectively with ZM := {1,2, · · · ,M} and ZML := {L,L+ 1, · · · ,M},M ≥ L, M,L ∈
Z
+
0 . Similarly, R
+
0 and R+ refer respectively to the sets of non-negative and positive real number.
In is an n× n identity matrix and int(·) refers to the interior of a set. Given σ > 0 and X ⊂ Rn
with 0 ∈ int(X), σX = {σx : x ∈ X}. The p-norm of x ∈ Rn is ‖x‖p while ‖x‖2Q = xT Qx for Q ≻
0. For a square matrix Q, Q ≻ ()0 means Q is positive definite (semi-definite). Given a set of
vectors, ci ∈ Rn, i ∈ ZM, the collection of vectors, (c1,c2, · · · ,cM) also refers to the stack vector
of [(c1)T (c2)T · · · (cn)T ]T ∈ RMn for notational simplicity. Let Ω ⊂ ZM be an index set, |Ω| is its
cardinality and cΩ := {ci : i ∈ Ω} is the collection of vectors (or stacked vector) of ci with i ∈
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Ω. Several representations of the states and controls are needed: xi(t), ui(t) refer to the state and
control of the ith system at time t; xik, uik are the kth predicted state and control of the ith system;
x= (x1,x2, · · · ,xM), u= (u1,u2, · · · ,uM) are the collections of xi and ui over the M systems; boldface
xi =(xi0,x
i
1, · · · ,xiN), ui =(ui0,ui1, · · · ,uiN−1) are the collections of the N predicted states and predicted
controls over the horizon (of length N) for the ith system; in situation where the reference to time is
needed, xik, uik can be written as xik|t and u
i
k|t . Hence, x
i
0|t = x
i(t) and ui0|t = u
i(t). Additional notations
are introduced as required in the text.
4.2 Preliminaries
Combining all the M systems of (4.1), the overall system is
x(t +1) = Ax(t)+Bu(t), t ∈ Z+0 (4.3)
x(t) ∈ X , u(t) ∈U (4.4)
where x = (x1,x2, · · · ,xM) ∈ Rn, u = (u1,u2, · · · ,uM) ∈ Rm are the overall states and controls of the
full system with n = ∑i∈ZM ni and m = ∑i∈ZM mi. Also, A ∈ Rn×n is a block matrix with its (i, j)
block being Ai j ∈Rni×n j and B ∈Rn×m is a block diagonal matrix with blocks {B1,B2, · · · ,BM} and
Bi ∈ Rni×mi . The constraint sets of X and U are
X := X1×X2×·· ·×XM, U :=U1×U2×·· ·×UM (4.5)
The connection among the systems is static and can be represented as a network with its structure
captured in a set of pairwise indices,
D := {(i, j) : Ai j 6= 0}, (4.6)
indicating adjacency relationship among the M systems. The connection among the M systems is
assumed to be arbitrary and, hence, A is not symmetric. However, the scheme proposed in this work
requires the states of system i be communicated to all its neighbors. For this reason, define the set
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of neighbors of i, including i, as
Ωi := { j : (i, j) ∈D or ( j, i) ∈D}∪{i}. (4.7)
In general, |Ωi| < M. When |Ωi| = M for all i ∈ ZM, the network is fully connected in the sense
that each system is a neighbor of every other system. Several other variables, sets and states can be
defined based on Ωi and its complement:
nΩi : = ∑
j∈Ωi
n j, nΩi := n−nΩi , Ωi := ZM\Ωi, (4.8)
xΩi : = {x j : j ∈Ωi} ∈ RnΩi , xΩi := {x j : j ∈Ωi} ∈RnΩi . (4.9)
The variables ui,xi,xΩi and xΩi can be extracted from u and x respectively from
ui := F iu, xi := Six, xΩi = E ix, xΩi = E ix (4.10)
where F i ∈ {0,1}mi×m, Si ∈ {0,1}ni×n, E i ∈ {0,1}nΩi×n and E i ∈ {0,1}nΩi×n are the appropriate
selection matrices. From (4.10) and the fact that [(E i)T (E i)T ]T is a permutation matrix,
























 := H ixΩi +HixΩi
(4.11)
where E iH i = InΩi ,E
iH i = InΩi ,E
iH i = 0,E iH i = 0.
Assumptions of the system, needed in the sequel, are given below.
A3.1. The sets X i and U i, i ∈ ZM are polytopes and contain the origin in their respective interiors.
A3.2. There is no delay or loss of information during communication between system i and all its
neighbors.
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A3.3. Matrices A and B are known to all systems.
A3.4. The set of M systems (or nodes) with edges defined by (4.7) forms an undirected and con-
nected graph.
Both A3.1 and A3.2 are mild assumptions and are standard requirement in DMPC. Assumption
A3.3 is needed as the models of the overall system are used to estimate the size of the terminal set
at time t by system i. Assumption A3.3 may be hard to be satisfied when the network consists of
heterogeneous systems. But in the typical case where most systems are similar or are members of
only a few distinctly different classes of system, A3.3 is not a strong assumption. Assumption A3.4
defines the scope of the systems considered in this work. Suppose A3.4 is violated and the set of M
systems has 2 or more connected components, then the approach described hereafter can be applied
to them individually.
As a comparison for DMPC, a centralized MPC (CMPC) problem is needed. The CMPC assumes
that the system given by (4.3) is solved via a single online finite horizon optimization problem of
the form







l(xk,uk)+ l f (xN) (4.12a)
s.t. xk+1 = Axk +Buk,xk ∈ X ,uk ∈U,xN ∈ X f ,x0 = x, k ∈ ZN−10
where N is the prediction horizon, x := {x0 x1 · · · xN}, u := {u0 u1 · · · uN−1} are the predicted states
and inputs respectively, X and U are those given by (4.5) and X f is an appropriate terminal set. In
this setting, CMPC is like a standard MPC problem without any constraints introduced by Ωi and
has the stage and the terminal costs being
l(xk,uk) = ‖xk‖2Q +‖uk‖2R, l f (xN) = ‖xN‖2P (4.13)
for some appropriate matrices Q,R,P≻ 0 and a scalar δ > 0 that satisfy
(A+BK)T P(A+BK)−P−(Q+KT RK)−δ In (4.14)
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for some stabilizing K. In addition, l f : X f → R0 is defined on
X f := {x ∈Rn|Gx≤ 1L}. (4.15)
where X f is chosen to be the maximal constraint-admissible invariant set [29, 32] in the sense that
(A+BK)x ∈ X f and Kx ∈U for all x ∈ X f .
4.3 Main Results
This section presents the choices for the stage, terminal costs and the terminal constraints for the
individual system in a DMPC setting. A few constraint sets are needed for K,Q,R and P due to the
network structure introduced by (4.7). These are
Pi j : = SiP(S j)T , Ki j := F iK(S j)T , Qi j := SiQ(S j)T , (4.16)
PD : = {P ∈Rn×n : P = PT ,P≻ 0,Pi j = 0 for all j /∈Ωi, i ∈ ZM}, (4.17)
KD : = {K ∈Rm×n : Ki j = 0 for all j /∈Ωi, i ∈ ZM}, (4.18)
QD : = {Q ∈Rn×n : Q = QT ,Q≻ 0, Qi j = 0 for all j /∈Ωi, i ∈ ZM}, (4.19)
where F i,Si are the selection matrices mentioned in (4.10).
4.3.1 Computations of P and K
Definition 4.1. The network system of (4.3) with network connection given by D of (4.6) is network
feedback stabilizable if there exists a K ∈ KD such that A+BK is Schur-stable.
In the most general case, the search for a K ∈KD such that (4.3) is network feedback stabilizable is a
difficult problem [23]. However, some special cases are solvable, using for example, the method of
Alternate Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [74] or others. For the problem at hand, (4.14)
can be converted into a semidefinite constraint using Schur complement and by letting W = P−1 and
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Y = KW as


W WAT +Y T BT W Y T
AW +BY W 0 0
W 0 (Q+δ In)−1 0








−log det(W )+α‖K‖2 (4.21a)
s.t. P ∈ PD, K ∈ KD; W and Y satisfy (4.20) (4.21b)
WP = In, Y = KW (4.21c)
where α > 0 is a tradeoff parameter between the sizes of W and ‖K‖. The use of ‖K‖2 in (4.21a)
is to prevent values of P and K from becoming unacceptably large. The numerical solvability of
such a problem using the method of ADMM is discussed in Section 9 of [74] and will not be
discussed here, except that the initial values of P,K,W,Y are obtained from the solution of another
semidefinite optimization problem that is similar to (4.21) but with α = 0 and without P ∈ PD and
K ∈ KD constraints.
4.3.2 Distributed Costs
The objective of the DMPC is to produce a performance as close as possible to that of CMPC. For
this purpose, let QΩi , PΩi ∈ RnΩi×nΩi ,Ri ∈ Rmi×mi and QΩi , PΩi ,Ri ≻ 0 be the weighting matrices
for the ith system and define the stage and terminal costs as
li(xΩi ,ui) = (xΩi)T QΩixΩi +(ui)T Riui,
lif (xΩi) = (xΩi)T PΩixΩi , i ∈ ZM
(4.22)
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where xΩi is given by (4.9). It is easy to verify that these choices are related to (4.13) via (4.10) since
l(x,u) : = ∑
i∈ZM
li(xΩi ,ui) = ∑
i∈ZM
[xT (E i)T QΩiE ix+(ui)T Riui]
= xT ( ∑
i∈ZM
(E i)T QΩiE i)x+uT diag{R1,R2, · · · ,RM}u (4.23)
l f (x) : = ∑
i∈ZM
lif (xΩi) = xT ( ∑
i∈ZM
(E i)T PΩiE i)x (4.24)
The connection to (4.13) is complete by letting
Q := ∑
i∈ZM
(E i)T QΩiE i, R := diag{R1,R2, · · · ,RM} (4.25)









(E i)T PΩiE i = P, PΩi ≻ 0, PΩi = (PΩi)T (4.26b)




li(xΩik ,uik)+ lif (x
Ωi
N ) and noting that
VN(x,u) = ∑
i∈ZM

























N )︸ ︷︷ ︸
l f (xN )
(4.27)
The problem of (4.26) is convex and, hence, {PΩi : i ∈ ZM} exists if a feasible solution is available.
This condition, as well as the existence of solution of (4.21) is now assumed.
A3.5. System (4.3) is network feedback stabilizable, and solutions to problems (4.21) and (4.26)
exist.
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4.3.3 The Decoupled Terminal Set
The choice of X f of (4.15) is useful as it results in a large domain of attraction. However, its
decomposition to X1f ×X2f × ·· · ×XMf is not obvious. Furthermore, the decomposition should be
such that X if is defined by xΩi only. For this purpose, this work uses a time-varying X if (t) that
changes its size and location while satisfying
X1f (t)×X2f (t)×·· ·×XMf (t)⊂ X f . (4.28)
for all t. Specifically,
X if (t) := X
i
f (c
i(t),ri(t)) = {x ∈ Rni : ‖x− ci(t)‖∞ ≤ ri(t)} (4.29)
is an ∞-norm ball of size ri(t) ≥ 0 centered at ci(t) ∈ Rni . (Other choices of X if (t) based on the 1−
or 2− norm are possible but is not discussed to focus on the main idea.) While X if (t) ⊂ Rni , the
value of ci(t) is determined by xΩi(t) and others, as shown in the sequel. Related results of X if and
X f are given below.
Lemma 4.1. Given c = (c1,c2, · · · ,cM), r = (r1,r2, · · · ,rM) and X f of (4.15) satisfying
X1f (c
1,r1)×X2f (c2,r2)×·· ·×XMf (cM,rM)⊂ X f (4.30)
where X if (ci,ri) is defined by (4.29). Let gγ be the γ th row of matrix G ∈ RL×n of (4.15). The
following properties hold:
(i) Suppose c ∈ X f . The largest ∞-norm ball, centered at c, such that (4.30) holds is when r1 = · · ·=




(ii) Define hγ(r,c) := ∑
i∈ZM
ri‖gγ(Si)T‖1−1+gγc where Si is given by (4.10). Condition (4.30) holds
if and only if
hγ(r,c) ≤ 0, ∀γ ∈ ZL (4.32)
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(iii) Suppose c,r and z = (z1,z2, · · · ,zM) with zi ∈ X if (ci,ri) for all i ∈ ZM are given. Let
ci+ = ∑
j∈Ωi
(Ai j +BiKi j)z j i ∈ ZM (4.33)
Then c+ := (c1+,c2+, · · · ,cM+) ∈ X f .
Property (i) of the above lemma shows a procedure to determine the maximal ∞-ball for a given
c ∈ X f such that (4.28) and (4.29) hold. The necessary and sufficient condition of property (ii) is
useful for the numerical determination of c and ρ that ensures (4.28) and (4.29). The last property
of (iii) is useful to ensure recursive feasibility of DMPC. These properties are needed in the overall
DMPC scheme described in the next three subsections.
4.3.4 Online DMPC Problem
Suppose {X if (t) : i ∈ ZM} are known such that (4.28) and (4.29) are satisfied, the collective online
DMPC optimization problem is
V ∗N(x(t)) = min{xΩi ,ui}i∈ZM , x¯
∑
i∈ZM
V iN(xΩi ,ui) (4.34a)
s.t. xik+1 = ∑
j∈Ωi
Ai jx jk +B
iuik, x
i
k ∈ X i, uik ∈U i, xiN ∈ X if (t), (4.34b)
xi0 = x




ix¯N , k ∈ ZN−10 , i ∈ ZM (4.34c)
where x¯ = (x¯0, x¯1, · · · , x¯N) with x¯k = (x¯1k , · · · , x¯Mk ) is the overall predicted state and a global con-
sensus variable. The individual predicted state of xΩik is extracted from x¯ via (4.34c) and xΩi =
{xΩi0 ,xΩi1 , · · · ,xΩiN } is the collection of the N predicted states for the neighbors of the ith system and
itself. The numerical solution to this problem via distributed optimization has been suggested in
several works, see for example sections 5 and 7 of [74] and others [165,166]. In particular, the alter-
native direction method of multipliers(ADMM) is quite popular, see Chapter 7 of [40] and [164], and
this work follows the same approach. Problem (4.34) is solved distributively via iterative computa-
tions using ADMM by having each agent solving its local problem in parallel. Implicit assumption
here is that the ADMM algorithm has converged within the sampling period. Suppose the optimal
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states and controls for system i at time t are
xi(t) := {xi0|t xi1|t · · · xiN|t}, ui(t) := {ui0|t ui1|t · · · uiN−1|t} (4.35)
The control law for system i, applied at time t, is
ui(t) = ui0|t . (4.36)
The next important step for the overall DMPC approach is to compute (ci(t +1),ri(t +1)) of X if (t +
1) such that (4.28) remains true at time t +1.
4.3.5 Update of ci
The computation of ci(t + 1) is simple. For each system i, let zi(t) = xiN|t . The value of c
i(t + 1) is
then obtained from (4.33) as
ci(t +1) = ∑
j∈Ωi
(Ai j +BiKi j)x jN|t . (4.37)
Consider the case where the network is fully connected or a central collector is available. System
i computes ci(t + 1) based on the above and sends its value to the central collector which will then
distribute it to all other systems (or broadcast to all neighbors in the case of fully connected network).
Hence, ci(t +1) for all i is known exactly. In the case where a central collector is not present or the
network is not fully connected, ci(t + 1) is still updated using (4.37). However, since system i
does not have the knowledge of the full c(t + 1), a more conservative ri(t + 1) is needed to ensure
satisfaction of (4.28).
4.3.6 Update of ri
Like the previous section, the computation of ri(t +1) is considered in two different cases: the first
where there is a central collector (or fully connected network) and the second where there is not (or
not fully connected). In the first case, ri(t +1) is set to be ρ(c(t +1)) for all i using property (i) of
Lemma 4.1. Recall that c(t + 1) is known to every system for this case. Obviously, it follows that
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(4.28) holds for X if (ci(t +1),ri(t +1)).
When there is no central collector, ri(t + 1) should be set at a value such that (4.28) holds for all
possible (but unknown) values of c(t + 1). Recall that system i computes ci(t + 1) from (4.37); it











is now available to system i, or stated differently, ω i(t) := {cΩi(t +1),zΩi(t),cΩi(t),rΩi(t)} is NOT
available to system i. Hence, the value of ri(t + 1) is set to be the smallest over all admissible
ω i. This can be done by setting the value of ri(t + 1) as the solution of the following optimization




s.t. cΩi+ = E iAK(H izΩi +H
i
zˆΩi) (4.39b)
cˆΩi+ = E iAK(H izΩi +H
i
zˆΩi) (4.39c)
‖zˆ j− cˆ j‖∞ ≤ rˆ j, j ∈Ωi (4.39d)
hγ ((rΩi(t), rˆΩi),(cΩi(t), cˆΩi))≤ 0, ∀γ ∈ ZL (4.39e)
where ρ(·) of (4.39a) is the function given by (4.31) since c+ = (cΩi+, cˆΩi+), constraints (4.39b)
(and similarly (4.39c)) follows from cΩi(t+1) =E ic(t+1) = E iAKz(t) =E iAK(H izΩi(t)+H izΩi(t))
from (4.10), z(t) = H izΩi(t)+H izΩi(t) from (4.11), and AK := A+BK. Constraint (4.39d) arises
from zˆ j ∈ X jf (cˆ j, rˆ j) following the condition of property (iii) of Lemma 4.1 while (4.39e) is from
property (ii) of Lemma 4.1 to ensure the satisfaction of (4.30) for (rΩi(t), rˆΩi) and (cΩi(t), cˆΩi).
The objective function (4.39a) is a concave function of cˆΩi+. Hence, the computations of O(ω i) is
difficult. However, there are very effective ways to overcome this difficulty and they are discussed
in section 4.5. Using them, ri(t +1) and O(ω i) has the following properties:
Lemma 4.2. Suppose {X if (t) : i ∈ ZM} are known such that (4.28) is satisfied, the optimal solution
{(xi(t),ui(t)), i ∈ ZM} is obtained from (4.34) and c(t + 1) = (c1(t + 1),c2(t + 1), · · · ,cM(t + 1))
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with ci(t + 1) obtained from (4.37). Let ri(t + 1) be the optimal solution of O(ω i) for all i ∈ ZM.
Then ri(t +1)≤ ρ(c(t +1)) for all i ∈ ZM and
X1f (t +1)×X2f (t +1)×·· ·×XMf (t +1)⊂ X f (4.40)
The above describes the overall scheme of the DMPC except for the initial values of X if (ci(0),ri(0))
for all i ∈ ZM. In the absence of additional information, the initial values can be chosen as ci(0) = 0
and ri(0) = ρ(c(0)) for all i ∈ ZM.
4.4 Feasibility and Stability of DMPC
The results presented in this section assume implicitly that (A3.1)-(A3.5) hold. For example, they
are to ensure the existence of X f , P ∈ PD,K ∈ KD and 0 ∈ int(X f ).
Theorem 4.1. Suppose there exists a feasible solution of the DMPC problem of (4.34) at time t. Let
ci(t+1) be updated according to (4.37); ri(t+1) equals ρ(c(t+1)) ( when central collector is used
or network is fully connected) or equals the solution of O(ω i) of (4.39) in the absence of a central
collector (or network is not fully connected). System (4.3) with u(t) = (u1(t),u2(t), · · · ,um(t)) where
ui(t) is given by (4.36) has the following results: (i) there exists a feasible solution to the DMPC
problem at time t +1; (ii) lim
t→∞ x(t) = 0 and limt→∞ c(t) = 0.
The above asymptotic stability result can be strengthened in the presence of a central collector or a
fully connected network.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose ci(t + 1) is updated according to (4.37) and ri(t + 1) is ρ(c(t + 1)). Then,
system (4.3) with u(t) = (u1(t),u2(t), · · · ,um(t)) where ui(t) given by (4.36) is exponentially stable.
Remark 4.1. When there is no central collector or network is not fully connected, additional as-
sumption is needed to guarantee exponential convergence. One such assumption, similar in nature
to (4.50) in 4.D, is that there exist ε > 0 and tε such that ri(t) ≥ ε for all t ≥ tε and for all i ∈ ZM.
While this condition may be hard to verify, numerical simulation shows that it typically holds, see
Example I in Section 4.6.
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4.5 Preprocessing to Speed up the LP Computations
This section is needed only when the network is not fully connected and there is no central collec-
tor. The difficulty of computing O(ω i) can be circumvented by noting that ρ(c) = minγ∈ZL(1−
gγc)/‖gγ‖1 from (4.31). Hence, the solution of O(ω i) is given by the minimal objective value over






‖gγ‖1 : (4.39b)− (4.39e)} (4.41)
with cˆ+ = (cΩi+, cˆΩi+) and cˆΩi+ is given by (4.39c). Since each of the L LP has the same set of
constraints, this feature can be exploited to speed up the search for the minimal over the L LPs. The
simplest scheme is to use the optimal solution (including the optimizer, the active constraints and
the inverse of the matrix of the active constraints) of one LP as the starting feasible point for the next
LP. This scheme, Scheme 1, avoids the computation for an initial feasible point under the Simplex
or Active-set-based LP solvers. The speed up is more significant if some preprocessing is done.
Scheme 2 includes the idea of Scheme 1 and uses a specific sequence to solve the L LPs. For this
purpose, let gˆγ :=
gγ
‖gγ‖2 and define the neighbors of the i
th LP as
Ngi := { j : gˆTj gˆi ≥ β}, i ∈ ZL
for some threshold value β < 1. This adjacency information together with the L LPs as nodes
(hereafter LP and nodes are used interchangeably) forms an undirected graph. Depending on the
choice of β used, the graph may have 1 or more connected components. The algorithms to search for
the number of connected components are a well-known problem in Graph theory [167]. In addition,
the path from one given starting node to every other node in the same connected component of
the graph can be expressed as a hierarchical tree [168]. Suppose there are NL components in the
graph and each is represented as a tree with the top node being an arbitrary LP, see Figure 4.1. The
computations of the L LPs proceed from the starting node of any one of the trees. When one LP is
computed, the next LP to be solved is based on a breadth-first or depth-first searching order of the
hierarchical tree. In addition, the optimal solutions of ALL solved LPs are considered to determine
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the starting solution of the next LP. Specifically, suppose the LP of (4.41) has been solved for all
γ ∈ Π ⊂ ZL with each optimal value given by 1−gγ cγ‖gγ‖1 . Let the next node following the hierarchical
tree has index ℓ. The starting feasible solution for the ℓ LP is obtained from the solution of the LP






Hence, such a scheme requires the storage of the optimal solutions and related information of all
solved LPs but it speeds up the overall computational time for the L LP significantly, see the next
section for computational details.
 
Component 1 Component NL 
Figure 4.1: The hierarchical trees of the LPs
4.6 Numerical Results
This section serves two purposes: to demonstrate the performance of the DMPC approach and the
effectiveness of the speed up scheme of section 4.5. The first two examples (Examples I and II) are



















 , j 6= i









Figure 4.2: The networked system examples
and network configurations of Figures 4.2a and 4.2b. The constraints are X i := {xi ∈ Rni | ‖xi‖∞ ≤
10}, U i := {ui ∈ Rmi| ‖ui‖∞ ≤ 1} with QΩi = I and Ri = 0.01I, the values of K ∈ KD and P ∈ PD,




−0.6939 −1.056 0.0147 −0.1572 0 0 0 0
−0.1418 −0.1820 −0.7452 −1.113 0.0671 −0.0888 0.0671 −0.0888
0 0 −0.0136 −0.1555 −0.7312 −1.084 0.0072 −0.1299








4.294 −0.3814 −1.041 0.0087 0 0 0 0
−0.3814 2.267 −0.2486 0.1484 0 0 0 0
−1.041 −0.2486 8.062 −0.8835 −1.171 −0.1419 −1.171 −0.1419
0.0087 0.1484 −0.8835 4.362 −0.0152 0.1890 −0.0152 0.1890
0 0 −1.171 −0.0152 6.306 −0.6004 −0.8061 0.0229
0 0 −0.1419 0.1890 −0.6004 3.340 0.0229 0.2237
0 0 −1.171 −0.0152 −0.8061 0.0229 6.306 −0.6004





























with PΩi obtained via (4.26). The rest of the parameters are: N = 10, ci(0) = 0,ri(0) = 0.4033 for
i= 1,2,3,4. The values of ri(t) and ‖ci(t)‖2 against t are shown in Figure 4.3a and 4.3b respectively.
Figure 4.3b also includes values of ρ(c(t)) as a comparison. As shown, r2(t) = r3(t) = r4(t) are
much larger than r1(t), a fact resulting from system 1 having fewer neighbors than others. To better
apprecaite this fact, the approach is applied to the network of Figure 4.2b. Note that the Q,R,P,K and
X f are the same as before with A41 = A14 = 0 but with 1 and 4 being neighbors of each other. The
values of r1(t), r2(t), r3(t), r4(t) and ρ(c(t)) of the second network are shown in Figure 4.4. The
value of r1(t) is now equal to ρ(c(t)) for all t, verifying the effect of connectivity on the values of
ri(t). It also shows that the proposed approach is better suited for networks that are well connected.
A comparison of the performances of DMPC and CMPC over several choices of x(0) is given in
Table 4.1. Obviously, both approaches use the same values of Q,R,K and P. The performance
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x(t)T Qx(t)+ u(t)T Ru(t) with x(t),u(t) being the true state and con-




‖x(t)‖2Q + ‖u(t)‖2R for some large T . The




×100%. As can be seen in Table 4.1, J∞DMPC(x(0)) is on average 5% higher
than J∞CMPC(x(0)), an expected result due to the use of a more restricted X if compared to X f .











r2(t), r3(t), r4(t), ρ(c(t))
(a)













Figure 4.3: The individual terminal sets










r1(t), r2(t), r3(t), r4(t), ρ(c(t))
Figure 4.4: r1(t),r2(t),r3(t),r4(t), and ρ(c(t)) of the second network















































































Table 4.1: The cost difference of DMPC and CMPC over various choices of the initial state x(0).
Several works in the literature [37, 39, 66] use a block-diagonal P matrix for the convenience of a
naturally decoupled terminal cost. For example, the ith terminal set in the work of [66] is of the
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form E i := {xi : ‖xi‖2Pii ≤ ri} with ri is determined by a separate semidefinite programming problem.
The choice of a block-diagonal P is obviously conservative since it may not satisfy the Lyapunov
equation of (4.14), see Example II. Even if it exists, the performance of DMPC may be compromised
due to the restricted choices of Q and R. The use of block-diagonal P typically results in smaller
terminal sets, compared to the proposed approach. A comparison of the terminal sets at t = 0 using
the approach of [66] and the proposed approach is shown in Figure 4.5.
(a) Subsystem 1 (b) Subsystem 2
(c) Subsystem 3 (d) Subsystem 4
Figure 4.5: The comparison of terminal sets: E i refers to terminal set induced by a diagonal P while
X if is that given by the proposed approach.
Example II has the network connection of Figure 4.2b and the A,B matrices as given below. Note
that no block-diagonal P matrix exists that satisfies (4.14) for this example when QΩi = I, and





















































































































−1.051 0.3137 0.3854 −0.6973 0 0 −0.8072 0.8598
−0.7607 0.2718 −0.7058 −0.6800 0.7344 −0.07826 −0.005887 −0.06570
0 0 0.9479 −0.3783 −1.134 −0.4131 0.3263 0.5520






116.5 −49.39 −60.83 87.10 0 0 76.97 −74.88
−49.39 26.89 25.42 −39.25 0 0 −31.79 31.26
−60.83 25.42 102.8 −93.58 −89.61 −13.21 −32.56 77.27
87.10 −39.25 −93.58 108.6 64.45 11.02 48.94 −82.06
0 0 −89.61 64.45 129.5 14.17 −17.82 −49.30
0 0 −13.21 11.02 14.17 9.716 1.323 −7.280
76.97 −31.79 −32.56 48.94 −17.82 1.323 67.75 −48.59
−74.88 31.26 77.27 −82.06 −49.30 −7.280 −48.59 75.28


The rest of this section illustrates the computations of O(ω i) via two examples (Examples III and
IV). Values of n,m,L,M and other parameters are given in Table 4.2. The variables n1v ,n1≤,n1= refer to
number of variables, number of inequality and equality constraints respectively for O(ω1). Example
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−0.2568 0.4331 0 0.4071
−0.1495 0.02262 0.4013 0
0 0 0.9654 −0.7708













0 0 0 0
−0.1780 0 0 0
0 0.2308 0 0
0 0 0 0.2311


, j 6= i
Both examples have the same constraint set as Example I with QΩi = I and Ri = 0.01I. The adja-
cency matrices of the Examples III and IV are the same and are denoted by {ai j} with ai j = 0 for all
(i, j) except for
If 1 < i < M, ai j = 1 for j = i−1, i, i+1;
If i = 1, ai j = 1, for j = i, i+1;
If i = M, ai j = 1, for j = i−1, i.
For comparison purposes, the CPU times of O(ω1) at time t = 0 for the various schemes are shown.
Table 4.3 shows Ts,TL,T 1L ,T 2L and their ratios for O(ω1). Specifically, these variables are the CPU
times of a single LP (starting from scratch), L independently LPs, L LPs using Scheme 1, and L
LPs using Scheme 2 respectively. In Scheme 2, the choice of the next LP to solve is based on the
breadth-first search method (see Section 4.5). The LPs are solved by Clp [169]. As shown, the
timings of scheme 1 are about 21 - 42% time of the TL while Scheme 2 is about 8 - 12% of TL. In
general, scheme 2 is about 4−20 times the time needed for a single LP. All numerical experiments
are done on a Windows 7 PC with an Intel Core i5-3570 processor and 8GB memory.
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Example n m M L β NL n1v n1≤ n1=
III 20 10 10 44 0.2 4 40 76 2
IV 40 10 10 136 0.3 36 72 200 4
Table 4.2: Parameters of Examples III and IV
Example Ts(s) TL/Ts (s) T 1L /Ts T 2L /Ts
III 9.017 ×10−4 44 9.272 3.853
IV 2.532×10−3 136 57.32 17.467
Table 4.3: CPU times of O(ω1) using different schemes
4.7 Conclusions
This work proposes a less conservative approach to the DMPC problem using two distinct features:
the terminal cost function that depends on a Lyapunov matrix that conforms to the structural con-
straint imposed by the network; and a terminal set that is obtained from the maximal constraint ad-
missible invariant set of the overall system. More exactly, the approach determines a time-varying
terminal set that moves within the maximal constraint admissible invariant set, changing in both size
and location at each time. When the network is fully connected or a central collector is used, the
terminal set can be easily computed and local exponential stability is achieved. If not, the compu-
tations of the terminal set require a series of linear programming (LP) problems; the computations
of which can be speeded up, via a preprocessing step, so that the approach is suitable for online
computations.
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4.A Proof of Lemma 4.1:
(i) The vertices of the set {x ∈ Rn : ‖x− c‖∞ ≤ β} are {c± βvi : i = 1,2,3, · · · ,2n} where vi ∈
{−1,1}n×1. Hence, this set lies inside X f if and only if G(c±βvi)≤ 1L or βG(±vi)≤ 1L−Gc for
all i = 1,2,3, · · · ,2n. Since gγvi ≤ ‖gγ‖1 for all ±vi where gγ is the γ th row of G, and there exists
some vi such that gγvi = ‖gγ‖1, it follows that
β ≤ (1−gγc)/‖gγ‖1 ∀ γ ∈ ZL (4.42)
which implies that the maximum value of β is minγ∈ZL(1− gγ c)/‖gγ‖1. Hence, setting r1 = r2 =
· · ·= rM = β and the fact that {x ∈Rn : ‖x−c‖∞ ≤ β}= X1f (c1,r1)×·· ·×XMf (cM ,rM) implies that
(4.28) and (4.29) hold. That ρ(c) is a concave function follows from the fact that it is the point-wise
minimum of L affine functions of c.
(ii) Like (i), X if (ci,ri)⊂ X f if and only if all its vertices are inside X f . The vertices of X if (ci,ri) are
{ci± riv ji , ji = 1,2,3, · · · ,2ni where v ji ∈ {−1,1}ni×1. Since ci and v ji are ni-dimensional vectors,
they can be expressed as n-dimensional vectors using (Si)T where Si is that given by (4.10). In
addition,
(c1± r1v j1 , · · · ,cM ± rMv jM ) = ∑
i∈ZM




(Si)T (ci± riv ji)≤ 1L,∀ ji = 1,2, · · · ,2ni (4.43)
The γ th row of the above inequality is
± gγ ∑
i∈ZM
(Si)T riv ji ≤ 1− gγ( ∑
i∈ZM
(Si)T ci) = 1− gγc, ∀ ji = 1,2, · · · ,2ni
⇔ ∑
i∈ZM
rigiγ(±v ji)≤ 1− gγc ∀ ji = 1,2, · · · ,2ni
(4.44)
where giγ := gγ(Si)T . Consider that giγ(±v ji) ≤ ‖giγ‖1 for each i, the following inequality is a
sufficient condition of (4.44)
∑
i∈ZM
ri‖giγ‖1 ≤ 1−gγc (4.45)
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Noting that (4.44) holds for all ji = 1,2, · · · ,2ni . However, one of these 2ni inequalities is the most
binding and that happens when v ji is such that giγ(±v ji) = ‖giγ‖1 for each i. If this inequality holds,
all ji = 1,2, · · · ,2ni inequalities hold. Hence, (4.45) is also a necessary condition of (4.44). Finally,
collecting over all L rows of G, the necessary and sufficient condition of (4.43) becomes
∑
i∈ZM
ri‖gγ (Si)T‖1 ≤ 1−gγc, ∀γ ∈ ZL (4.46)
(iii) The property holds since X f is a constraint admissible invariant set for system x+ = AKx,u = Kx.
4.B Proof of Lemma 4.2:
Since (4.39b)-(4.39e) contains all admissible solutions of ω i, and the fact that (4.39a) is the minimal
value of all admissible ω i,
ri(t +1) : = min
cˆΩi+,zˆΩi ,cˆΩi ,rˆΩi
{ρ(cΩi(t +1), cˆΩi+) : (4.39b)− (4.39e) are satisfied.}
≤ ρ(cΩi(t +1),cΩi(t +1)) = ρ(c(t +1)),
where c(t + 1) = (cΩi(t + 1),cΩi(t + 1)) is the true value of c at time t + 1. This result implies that
X if (c
i(t + 1),ri(t + 1)) ⊂ X if (ci(t + 1),ρ(c(t + 1)). This, together with property (i) of Lemma 4.1
implies that (4.40) holds. ✷
4.C Proof of Theorem 4.1:
The proof follows standard reasoning and is therefore short. (i) Since (4.34) is a convex quadratic
programming problem, V iN is strictly convex and U and X satisfy Assumption A3.1, convergence to
the optimal solution via distributed ADMM is known [74]. Let the optimal states and controls of
(4.34) at time t be (xi0|t , · · · ,xiN|t) and (ui0|t , · · · ,uiN−1|t) respectively and choose the feasible state
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and control {x˜i(t +1),u˜i(t +1)}i∈ZM as
x˜i0|t+1 : = x
i
1|t , · · · , x˜iN−1|t+1 := xiN|t , x˜iN|t+1 := ∑
j∈Ωi
(Ai j +BiKi j)x jN|t , (4.47)
u˜i0|t+1 : = u
i
1|t , · · · , u˜iN−2|t+1 := uiN−1|t , u˜iN−1|t+1 := ∑
j∈Ωi
Ki jx jN|t (4.48)
The last assignment of (4.47) means that ci(t + 1) = x˜iN|t+1 following (4.37) and zi(t) = xiN|t . This
choice of (ci(t + 1),ri(t + 1)) implies that {X if (ci(t + 1),ri(t + 1))}i∈ZM satisfy (4.40) following
Lemma 4.2. In addition, u˜ij|t+1 ∈Ui because uij−1|t ∈Ui and x˜ij|t+1 ∈ Xi for the same reason. The
last control u˜iN−1|t+1 = ∑j∈Ωi
Ki jx jN|t ∈Ui because Kx ∈U for all x ∈ X f and (x1N|t ,x2N|t , · · · ,xMN|t) ∈ X f
since xiN|t ∈ X if (t) and that (xi0|t , · · · ,xiN|t) is optimal at time t. Hence, {x˜i(t + 1),u˜i(t + 1)}i∈ZM of
(4.47) and (4.48) is feasible to (4.34) at time t +1.
(ii) Since V ∗N(x(t +1)) is the optimal solution of (4.34) while {x˜i(t +1),u˜i(t +1)}i∈ZM is a feasible













expression for time t and t +1 yields






















xN|t ≤−l(x0|t ,u0|t)−δ‖xN|t‖22 (4.49)
where the last inequality comes from (4.14). The above inequality implies that {V ∗N (x(t))} is a non-
increasing sequence bounded from below by 0. Hence, {V ∗N (x(t))} converges. This and the bounded
from below property imply that lim
t→∞ l(x0|t ,u0|t) = 0, limt→∞ x(t) = 0 and limt→∞‖xN|t‖
2
2 = 0. Hence, the ori-
gin of the closed-loop DMPC system is asymptotical stability. From (4.37), lim
t→∞‖xN|t‖
2
2 = 0 implies
lim
t→∞ c(t) = 0. ✷
4.D Proof of Theorem 4.2:
Assumption (A3.2) implies that 0 ∈ int(X f ) which implies that ρ(0)> 0 and 0 ∈ int(X1f (0,ρ(0))×
X2f (0,ρ(0))×·· ·×XMf (0,ρ(0))). This, together with c(t)→ 0 from (ii) of Theorem 4.1 and property
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(i) of Lemma 4.1, implies that there exists a time ¯t such that
ρ(c(t))> ε and 0 ∈ int(X1f (t)×X2f (t)×·· ·×XMf (t)) for all t ≥ ¯t (4.50)
for some uniform ε > 0. Let σ := sup{σ : σX f ⊂ X1f (t)×X2f (t)×·· ·×XMf (t)}. Note that σX f is
an invariant set for system x(t +1) = (A+BK)x(t),x(t) ∈ X and Kx(t) ∈U .
From (ii) of Theorem 4.1, lim
t→∞ x(t) = 0 implies that there exists t
′ such that x(t) ∈ σX f for all t ≥ t ′.
Hereafter, consider all t > max{¯t, t ′}. When x(t) ∈ σX f ,
u˜iℓ|t = ∑
j∈Ωi
Ki jx jℓ|t , ℓ= 0, · · · ,N−1
is a feasible control for system i for the online DMPC problem for all i ∈ ZM; including when ℓ= N
since σX f ⊂ X1f (t)×X2f (t)×·· ·×XMf (t). Using this choice of {u˜iℓ|t}N−1j=0 for all i∈ZM and the corre-





(AℓK)T (Q+KT RK)AℓK +(ANK)T PANK. The optimal cost from the online DMPC is V ∗N(x(t)) and
V ∗N(x(t)) ≤ ˜V (x(t)) = ‖x(t)‖ ¯P. This, together, with the fact that V ∗N(x(t)) ≥ l(x(t),u(t)) ≥ ‖x(t)‖2Q
means that there exists a β > β > 0 such that β‖x(t)‖22 ≤ ‖x(t)‖2Q ≤ V ∗N(x(t)) ≤ β‖x(t)‖22 From
(4.49), V ∗N(x(t +1))−V ∗N(x(t)) ≤−l(x(t),u(t)) ≤−‖x(t)‖2Q ≤−β‖x(t)‖22 and the above inequality
implies
V ∗N(x(t +1))−V ∗N(x(t)) ≤−β‖x(t)‖22 ≤−aV ∗N(x(t))
where a = β/β < 1. Hence, V ∗N(x(t + 1)) ≤ (1− a)V ∗N (x(t)), which implies ‖x(t)‖22 ≤ 1a(1−
a)t−t˜‖x(t˜)‖22 for all t ≥ t˜, where t˜ := max{¯t , t ′}+ 1. This shows local exponential convergence
of x(t) to the origin. This result can be extended to all x in the domain of attraction following (A3.1),
see for example [29] and [170]. ✷
CHAPTER 5
Distributed Model Predictive Control of Linear
Discrete-Time Systems with Coupled Constraints
5.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the Distributed Model Predictive Control (DMPC) of M discrete-time linear
dynamical systems, each of which is of the form
xi(t +1) = Aixi(t)+Biui(t), (5.1)
xi(t) ∈ X i, ui(t) ∈U i, i = 1, · · · ,M (5.2)






)≤ 1p, for all t (5.3)
where xi,ui are the states and controls of the ith system respectively and X i ⊂ Rni ,U i ⊂ Rmi are
the corresponding constraint sets; the matrices Ψix ∈ Rp×ni and Ψiu ∈ Rp×mi define the coupled
constraints for all M systems and 1p is the p-vector of all ones.
The study of DMPC is an active area of research [15, 35, 38, 40, 46] and one popular area is when
the systems are dynamically coupled [48, 49, 66, 88, 163, 171]. However, these approaches are not
suitable for the problem above due to the complications arising from (5.3). To the best of our
knowledge, DMPC approaches for (5.1)-(5.3) are somewhat limited. The method of [44] ensures the
satisfaction of (5.3) using a sequential process: one system is optimized at a time with all others stay
constant; this is followed sequentially by another system so that all M systems are optimized once
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in M time steps. Another approach is known as the cooperative MPC method [60, 121, 122]. While
specific details vary, the basic idea is that all systems within a cooperating set (possibly a singleton)
are optimized jointly (or in parallel) while systems outside the cooperating set follow their predicted
states and predicted controls. These methods optimize individual or groups of systems sequentially.
However, the optimality of the overall system is unclear as they are not explicitly pursued. In
addition, these approaches require direct communications among systems that are coupled by (5.3)
which, for a large system, can impose heavy communication requirement [172–174].
A reasonable approach for (5.1)-(5.3) [84, 149] that achieves overall optimality is to solve the dual
problem involving the Lagrangian function. In this case, the Lagrangian function is the sum of M
separable functions except for the dual variable associated with (5.3). This dual variable is treated as
a consensus variable in a distributed consensus optimization problem (DCOP). Typically, consensus
of the dual variable is ensured (Chapter 6 of [149]) using a central/master node.
This work follows the above formulation resulting in a DCOP. However, the DCOP is solved using
the Distributed ADMM [144, 145, 152, 175] algorithm where each system has a local copy of the
dual variable. These local copies need not reach consensus but only within some fixed bound of
one another. Such an approach is used because the computational effort of the Distributed ADMM
is high and allowing premature termination of the ADMM algorithm provides for computational
expediency. Measures to handle such premature termination are provided, together with recursive
feasibility and stability of the closed-loop system. Under reasonable assumptions, the approach is
guaranteed to converge to some small neighborhood of the overall optimal solution so long as the
network is connected. The approach is iterative, similar to other MPC schemes [176–178] but for
multiple systems with coupled constraints.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. This section ends with a description of the notations
used. Section 5.2 reviews some results of the standard stand-alone MPC for a single system and
discusses the formulation of the overall MPC problem. Section 5.3 presents the proposed approach,
including the discussion of the coupled constraint, its dual and the convergence of the distributed
ADMM algorithm. The recursive feasibility and stability results are given in Section 5.5. The per-
formance of the approach is illustrated by a numerical example in Section 5.6 with the conclusions
given in Section 5.7. All proofs are given in the appendices.
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The notations used in this chapter are as follows. Non-negative and positive integer sets are indicated
by Z+0 and Z+ respectively. Let M,L ∈ Z+0 with M ≥ L. Then ZM := {1,2, · · · ,M} and ZML :=
{L,L+1, · · · ,M}. Similarly, R+0 and R+ refer respectively to the sets of non-negative and positive
real number. In is the n×n identity matrix, 1n is the n-column vector of all ones (subscript omitted
when the dimension is clear) and |S| is the cardinality of the index set S. Given σ > 0, X ⊂Rn with
0 ∈ int(X) where int(·) is the interior of a set, σX = {σx : x ∈ X}. For a square matrix Q, Q≻ ()0
means Q is positive definite (semi-definite). The ℓp-norm of x ∈ Rn is ‖x‖p while ‖x‖2Q = xT Qx
for Q ≻ 0. Several representations of the states and controls are needed: xi(t), ui(t) refer to the
state and control of the ith system at time t; xik, uik are the kth predicted state and predicted control
of the ith system; x = (x1,x2, · · · ,xM), u = (u1,u2, · · · ,uM) are the collections of xi and ui over the
M systems; boldface xi = (xi1,xi2, · · · ,xiN), ui = (ui0,ui1, · · · ,uiN−1) are respectively the collections
of the N predicted states and predicted controls over the horizon (of length N) for the ith system;




i(t) and ui0|t = u
i(t). Additional notations are introduced as required in the text.
5.2 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
This section reviews some well-known results in standard MPC and other related concepts. Consider









s.t. ui ∈ U iT (xi) (5.4b)
where N is the horizon length, ui := {ui0,ui1, · · · ,uiN−1},xi := {xi0,xi1, · · · ,xiN} are the predicted con-
trols and predicted states respectively satisfying xiℓ+1 = Aixiℓ + Biuiℓ with xi0 = xi, J(xi,ui) is the
standard quadratic costs parameterized by (xi,ui) defined by (5.4a). In addition, Ki and Pi are the
solution to the Algebraic Riccatti Equation (ARE) with weights Qi ≻ 0,Ri ≻ 0. Let
U iT (xi) := {ui ∈ RmiN : xiℓ+1 = Aixiℓ+Biuiℓ,xi0 = xi,xiℓ ∈ X i,uiℓ ∈U i,xiN ∈ T if , ℓ ∈ ZN−10 } (5.5)
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where T if is some appropriate terminal set satisfying
AiKxi ∈ T if , Kixi ∈U i for all xi ∈ T if (5.6)
with AiK := Ai +BiKi. The overall MPC optimization problem over the M systems incorporating
(5.3) at state x = {x1, · · · ,xM} is given










Ψixxiℓ+Ψiuuiℓ ≤ 1p, ∀ℓ ∈ ZN−10 (5.7c)
where (5.7c) refers to the satisfaction of the coupled constraints at each predicted time step of the









(Ψix +ΨiuKi)xi ≤ 1p, ∀xi ∈ T if , (5.8)
5.2.1 Tightening the Constraints
The formulation of (5.7) and condition of (5.8) are appropriate when the Distributed ADMM al-
gorithm achieves convergence at every time step. However, the online verification of the conver-
gence of a distributed algorithm is numerically expensive. Consequently, (5.7) and (5.8) need to be
tightened to account for errors arising from the premature termination of the Distributed ADMM








¯Ψixi ≤ (1−MNε)1p,∀xi ∈ T if (5.10)
where ε is the error arising from the inaccurate solution of the distributed ADMM algorithm. Obvi-
ously, 0 < ε < 1MN to ensure that 0 ∈ int(T if ) in (5.10). Note that the local constraints of (5.7b) are
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not tightened as they are satisfied for all premature solutions (see next section for details). Corre-







Ji(xi,ui) : (5.7b) and (5.9)}. (5.11a)
for some approprate T if that satisfy (5.6) and (5.10). The choice of T if is now discussed and the
following assumptions are made.
(A5.1): (Ai,Bi) is stabilizable and xi(t) is measurable for all i ∈ ZM;
(A5.2): X i,U i are polytopes containing the origins in their respective interiors for all i ∈ ZM;
The choice of T if is chosen to be




f , ∀i ∈ ZM
where X if is the maximal polytope [32] that satisfy (5.6). The choice of σ iε is chosen to satisfy (5.10)








≤ 1−MNε ,∀ℓ∈ Zp (5.12)
where ¯Ψiℓ is the ℓth row of matrix ¯Ψi. Using hS(v) := max{vT x : x ∈ S}, the support function of set









σ ihX if (
¯Ψiℓ)≤ 1−MNε , ∀ℓ ∈ Zp (5.13)
where p is the number of rows of ¯Ψi and hσS(v) = σhS(v) for any fixed σ > 0. The expression
of (5.13) allows the determination of σ iε , i ∈ ZM, such that (5.10) holds. For example, one obvious
choice is (σ 1ε , · · · ,σ Mε ) = arg min{∑Mi=1(1−σ i) : (5.13)}. Let
U i(xi) := U iT (xi) when T if = σ iεX if (5.14)
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and express (5.9) in terms of (xi,ui) for each i ∈ ZM. The tightened DMPC formulation can be
represented as









f i(xi,ui)≤ b(ε) (5.15c)
where bT (ε) := [(1−Mε)1Tp ,(1−2Mε)1Tp , · · · ,(1−NMε)1Tp ]T ,
f i(xi,ui) = F iui +H ixi (5.16)
and F i ∈ RN p×Nmi ,H i ∈ RN p×ni are appropriate matrices from (5.9) by rewriting xiℓ in terms of xi
and ui. Let the feasible domain of Pε(x) be
Dε := {x ∈ Rn : there exists a feasible {ui}i∈ZM to Pε(x)} (5.17)
5.2.2 Network Description
The next section describes the proposed Distributed ADMM algorithm and for that, the description
of network of system is needed. Using standard terminology, the M systems is represented by
an undirected graph G = (V,E) with vertex set V = {1,2, · · · ,M} and edge set E ⊂ V ×V . The
adjacency matrix A of G is the M×M matrix whose (i, j) entry is 1 if (i, j) ∈ E , and 0 otherwise.
The set of neighbors of the ith system is Ni := { j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E , i 6= j} with di = |Ni| and D =
diag{d1,d2, · · · ,dM}. The connection of the graph can be arbitrary so long as
(A5.3): G is connected.
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5.3 The Proposed Algorithm
5.3.1 The Dual Form
Let λ ∈RN p be the dual variable associated with the coupled constraint (5.15c). The Lagrangian of



























gi(λ ) := max
ui∈U i(xi)
−Ji(xi,ui)−λ T ( f i(xi,ui)− b(ε)
M
). (5.20)
Let ui(λ ) = arg max
ui∈U i(xi)
gi(λ ). Then, the gradient of gi(λ ) can be shown to be (see Danskin’s Theo-
rem of [149])
∇gi(λ ) =−( f i(xi,ui(λ ))− b(ε)M ) (5.21)
Note that while the optimal solution of (5.15) is unique as Ji(xi,ui) is stictly convex in ui, the optimal
solution of (5.19) may not be [177, 179]. However, as shown in the sequel, the proposed algorithm
(Algorithm 5.1) will converge to unique solution of (5.15), see property (ii) of Theorem 5.1.
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5.3.2 The Conversion to a Consensus Optimization Problem
The above dual problem is not fully distributed because λ appears in all M systems. From A4.3,






gi(λ i) s.t. λ i = λ j,(i, j) ∈ E (5.22)
where λ i is the local copy of λ for the i system and the condition of λ i = λ j enforces consensus







gi(λ i) s.t. λ i = wi j,λ j = wi j,(i, j) ∈ E (5.23)
where λ := {λ 1,λ 2, · · · ,λ M} and w := {wi j : (i, j) ∈ E} , see [84, 180]. Let α = {αi j,(i, j) ∈ E}
and β = {βi j,(i, j) ∈ E} where αi j and βi j are the dual variables associated with λ i−wi j = 0 and
λ j−wi j = 0 respectively. Since gi(λ i) is convex, this optimization problem can be solved using the
standard two-block ADMM algorithm with λ and w being the two sets of variables. The augmented
Lagrangian of (5.23) is










{αTi j (λ i−wi j)
+β Ti j (λ j−wi j)+ ρ2 ‖λ




for some ρ > 0. The standard ADMM consists of the following iterations
λ k+1 = arg min
λ≥0
Lρ(λ ,wk,α k,β k)
wk+1 = arg min
w
Lρ(λ k+1,w,α k,β k)
αk+1i j = α
k
i j +ρ(λ i,k+1−wi j,k+1),(i, j) ∈ E
β k+1i j = β ki j +ρ(λ j,k+1−wi j,k+1),(i, j) ∈ E
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5.3.3 Distributed ADMM Algorithm
Following the manipulations of Distributed ADMM [145, 146, 151, 152], the steps above can be
simplified by letting




for all (i, j) ∈ E and k. The simplified distributed ADMM is then given by
λ i,k+1 = arg min
λ i≥0
gi(λ i)+ (vi,k)T λ i +ρ |Ni|‖λ i‖2 (5.26)





(λ i,k+1−λ j,k+1),(i, j) ∈ E (5.27)
where




(λ i,k +λ j,k) (5.28)





{−Ji(xi,ui)− ( f i(xi,ui)− b(ε)
M







where φ i(λ i,ui) is defined implicitly above. Since φ i(λ i,ui) is strictly convex in λ i and strictly

















{φ i(λ i,ui)− (si)T λ i} (5.31)
where si is the multiplier associated with the constraint λ i ≥ 0 and the equality of (5.30) is from the
strong duality [182] of the Lagrangian function of min
λ i≥0
φ i(λ i,ui). For any ui ∈ U i(xi) and si ≥ 0, the
solution of the inner minimization of (5.31) is given by λ i = 12ρ |Ni |( f i(xi,ui)+ si−
b(ε)
M −vi,k) which,
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when substituted into (5.31), yields








Hence, the optimal λ i of (5.26) can be obtained in closed-form as
λ i,k+1 = 1




For each i ∈ ZM and iterate k, the control sequence is updated according to (5.32). Once ui,k+1 is
obtained, λ i,k+1 is updated according to (5.33). The value of vi is then updated according to (5.28)
and this process is repeated by incrementing k. The stopping condition of this ADMM process is
discussed in Section 5.4 and suppose the process stops at iteration ¯k. Then, the solution from the
ADMM algorithm is ui,¯k := {ui,¯k0 ,ui,
¯k
1 , · · · ,ui,
¯k
N−1}. Correspondingly, the MPC control law applied on
the ith system is
κ i(x) = ui,
¯k
0 , i ∈ ZM (5.34)
5.3.4 Convergence of the Distributed ADMM Algorithm
To the best of authors’ knowledge, (5.32) and (5.33) are not standard ADMM formulation and this














where {ui∗} is the optimal solution of (5.15), rk is the residual of the coupled constraints and ∆Jk
is the deviation of the primal objective at iteration k from its optimal. The following theorem states
the convergence results.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose (A5.1)-(A5.3) hold. For any x ∈ Dε , let {ui,k,si,k,λ i,k}Mi=1 be generated by
(5.32)-(5.33) and α k = {αki j,(i, j) ∈ E} be generated by (5.27) with λ i,0 = 0 and α0i j = 0 for all
j ∈ Ni and i∈ ZM. Suppose {ui∗}Mi=1 is the optimal solution of (5.15), λ ∗ is an optimal dual variable
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associated with (5.15c) and α ∗ = {α∗i j,(i, j) ∈ E} is an optimal dual variable of (5.23). Then, the
following results hold.
(i) The sequences λ k and α k converge.
(ii) ui,k converges to ui∗ for all i ∈ ZM and rk converges to 0.
(iii) |∆Jk| converges to 0 with |∆Jk| ≤Ck where
Ck := ‖λ ∗‖‖rk‖+ 2ρ (‖α
k‖+‖α ∗‖)‖∆α k‖+ρ(‖λ k‖+‖λ ∗‖)‖ ¯Γ‖‖∆λ k‖, (5.37)
∆α k =α k−α k−1,∆λ k = λ k−λ k−1 and ¯Γ = (A+D)⊗ IN p.
(iv) ui,k is feasible to (5.15b) for all k, i ∈ ZM .
In addition, the convergence rate of the distributed ADMM can also be obtained. The worst-case
O(1/k) convergence rate is given in the following theorem.
























be the running weighted-averages of the primal iterates of (5.32) with u˜i,0 = 0 and s˜i,0 = 0 for i∈ZM.
Then, the following results hold.
(i) The sequence {‖u˜ i,k−ui∗‖2}∞k=1 goes to 0 with the convergence rate O(1k ) for all i ∈ ZM .
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From the theorem stated above, the proposed distributed ADMM has a convergence rate of O(1/k),
similar to other ADMM schemes [144, 183]. Hence, a stopping condition for (5.32)-(5.33) can be
based on some choice of k. However, such a condition is well known to be very conservative [74].
This chapter proposes a stopping condition based on rk and |∆Jk| for early termination of (5.32)-
(5.33). To do so, (5.15c) is relaxed (but not (5.15b) because of (iv) of Theorem 5.1) as given below.
Definition 5.1. Given any ε ,δ > 0, the set {xi,ui}Mi=1 is a (ε ,δ )-relaxed solution of (5.15) if









(Ji(xi,ui)− Ji(xi,ui∗)) | ≤ δ (5.41)
where {ui∗}Mi=1 is the optimal solution of (5.15).
The following lemma is needed to establish the stopping criterion.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose {ui,k}Mi=1 is generated from (5.32) in the distributed ADMM approach above,
then there exists a ¯k such that
r
¯k ≤ εM1pN and C ¯k ≤ δ (5.42)
where r¯k and C ¯k are those given by (5.35) and (5.36) respectively. In addition, {xi,ui,¯k}Mi=1 is a
(ε ,δ )-relaxed solution of (5.15).
5.4 The Stopping Criterion for the Distributed ADMM
The stopping criterion of the proposed Distributed ADMM uses the results of Lemma 5.1. Specif-
ically, the Distributed ADMM stops at the first value of k, ¯k, such that (5.42) hold. One possible
approach is use a central node [184] to compute rk and Ck of (5.42) by collecting all relevant infor-
mation from each of the M systems. However, such a centralized approach is not desirable due to
its communication requirement. This section describes a distributed approach to compute rk and Ck
of (5.42) using the finite-time average consensus algorithm in Section 3.3.2.
The use of the finite-time average consensus algorithm (3.39) for the stopping condition of the
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distributed ADMM is given as follows. Recall that this stopping condition is given by (5.42). Let
zi(0) = f i(xi,ui,k) + si,k − b(ε)M . It follows from (5.42) that rk = ∑Mi=1 zi(0) and its value can be
obtained from (3.39) using zi(0), · · · ,zi(T −1) obtained from (3.40) for each system.
The case of Ck is similar. From (5.37), evaluation of Ck requires the values of rk, ‖α k‖, ‖∆α k‖, ‖λ k‖,
‖∆λ k‖, ‖λ ∗‖ and ‖α ∗‖. Values of ‖λ ∗‖ and ‖α ∗‖ can be estimated using the offline procedure
given in [177] and is not discussed here. The rest of them can be computed in the same manner
as rk. For example, ‖λ k‖2 = ∑i∈ZM ‖λ i,k‖2 = ∑i∈ZM zi(0) if zi(0) := ‖λ i,k‖2 for all i ∈ ZM. Hence,
∑i∈ZM zi(0) is obtained from (3.39) using zi(0), · · · ,zi(T −1) following (3.40). The same is true for
‖α k‖,‖∆α k‖ and ‖λ k‖. Altogether, 5 consensus dynamics are running simultaneously for T − 1
steps for the evaluations of rk and Ck.
The overall procedure of the distributed ADMM algorithm at time t is summarized in the following
algorithm.
Algorithm 5.1: Consensus ADMM algorithm
Input: xi, i ∈ ZM
Output: ui,¯k, i ∈ ZM
Initialization: choose ρ > 0, set k = 0, λ i,0 = 0 and α0i j = 0, for all j ∈ Ni, i ∈ ZM;
repeat
ADMM:
for all i ∈ ZM (in parallel) do
Obtain vi,k from (5.28), (ui,k+1,si,k+1) from (5.32) and λ i,k+1 from (5.33) respectively;
Exchange λ i,k+1 with all its neighbours (those indexed by j ∈ Ni);




Set up zi(0) for rk, ‖α k‖, ‖∆α k‖, ‖λ k‖, and ‖∆λ k‖
for all i ∈ ZM (in parallel) do
Obtain zi(1), · · · ,zi(T −1) using (3.40) and compute rk and Ck from (3.39).
end for
until rk ≤ εM1pN and Ck ≤ δ
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5.5 Recursive Feasibility and Stability
This section discusses the recursive feasibility and stability results of the proposed DMPC formula-
tion. The overall MPC scheme is summarized in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 5.2: The synchronous MPC controller
1: Every system i measures it own state xi(t);
2: Every system i calls Algorithm 5.1 with xi(t) and obtain ui,¯k(t) as its output.
3: Every system obtains κ i(x(t)) from ui,¯k(t) via (5.34) and apply κ i(x(t)) to the ith system.
4: Wait for next sampling time, let t = t +1 and go to step 1.
The next lemma pertains to a property of the terminal set of the overall system and is needed for
stability of the closed-loop MPC system.
Lemma 5.2. Let





{bℓ(ε)/hX if ( ¯F
i
ℓ )}} (5.43)
where hX if (·) is the support function of X if , bℓ(ε) denotes the ℓth element of b(ε), ¯F i := F iKiA +H i
from (5.16) with KiA defined by (5.44) below, and ¯F iℓ denotes the ℓth row of ¯F i. For any xi ∈ σ¯ iX if , the
optimal solution to Algorithm 1 for the ith system is
ui,
¯k = {ui,¯k0 , · · · ,ui,
¯k
N−1}= {Kixi,KiAiKxi, · · · ,Ki(AiK)N−1xi} := KiAxi (5.44)
with ¯k = 1.
The recursive feasible and stability results of the proposed DMPC approach are stated in the follow-
ing theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose A5.1-A5.3 hold and Pε(x(t)) of (5.15) has a feasible solution at time t and
that the MPC law of (5.34) is applied to the ith system of (5.2) for all i ∈ ZM. Then, the following
results hold:
(i) Pε(x(t +1)) has a feasible solution at time t +1.
(ii) |∑Mi=1
(
Ji(xi(t),u i,¯k(t))− Ji(xi(t),u i∗t )
)
| ≤ δ , where {ui∗t }Mi=1 is the optimal solution of (5.15).
(iii) Suppose δ is chosen such that {xi : ‖xi‖2Qi ≤ δ} ⊆ int(σ¯ iX if ) for all i∈ZM where σ¯ i is as defined
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in (5.43). Then, there exists a finite time t f such that xi(t f ) ∈ σ¯ iX if for all i ∈ ZM.
(iv) Suppose the condition of (iii) holds, the closed-loop system (5.1) with the MPC law (5.34) is
exponentially stable.
5.6 Numerical Results
The example chosen is a four-agent system where every agent has the same dynamics of Ai =
[1.1 1;0 1.3],Bi = [1;1] and same constraints X i := {xi ∈R2 : ‖x‖∞ ≤ 10}, U i := {ui ∈R : |ui| ≤ 1}.
The coupled constraint is |u1|+1.2|u2|+0.8|u3|+1.5|u4| ≤ 2.5 and can be seen as a limit to the total
amount of energy used. The values of Ki and Pi obtained from the discrete-time ARE, with Qi = I2
and Ri = 0.1, i ∈ Z4, are Ki = [−0.6960 −1.0664],Pi = [2.0819 −0.2046;−0.2046 1.1944] for all
i∈Z4. Consider the network connection of a ring and W = I−0.1L(G). The minimal polynomial of
W is t3−2.4t2+1.88t−0.48= 0. Hence, value of T of (3.39) is 3 and checking of (5.42) can be done
in 2 steps of (3.40). The initial conditions are, xi(0) = [−2.4583 1.1137]T , i ∈ Z4, and the horizon
length N = 5. The performance of the proposed MPC approach is presented for several choices of
ε and δ . The following table gives the scales {σ iε}i∈Z4 obtained from min{∑Mi=1(1−σ i) : (5.13)}.
Note that for all these choices of δ , {xi : ‖xi‖2Qi ≤ δ} ⊆ σ¯ iX if of (iii) of Theorem 5.3 holds.







0.01 0.5310 0.4371 0.6248 0.2964
0.005 0.5779 0.4934 0.6623 0.3668
0.001 0.6154 0.5385 0.6923 0.4231
Table 5.1: The scales of the terminal sets for different choices of ε
The value of ρ = 0.01 and the values of ¯k(t) along the trajectories starting from different initial states
are given in the Table 5.2. Notice that for t ≥ 5, ¯k(t) are either 1 or 2 because the global constraints
are not active. Obviously, ¯k(t) increases when (ε ,δ ) decreases but the increase is relatively benign:
a 10 times reduction of (ε ,δ ) results in a roughly 2.5 times increase in ¯k(t).
While a comparison with existing approaches [44, 60, 121, 122] appears reasonable, this is not done
because the problem settings are different: only connected network is needed for this approach
while others need a fully connected (or a central node) network; bounds on system performance
is guaranteed under the proposed approach but not others. Instead, comparison is made between
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(ε ,δ )×10−3 t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 t = 6 t = 7
(10,10) 238 243 197 269 2 2 2 1
(5,5) 279 287 306 377 2 2 2 1
(1,1) 400 874 452 433 184 2 1 1
Table 5.2: Values of ¯k(t) along the trajectories starting from xi(0) = [−2.4583 1.1137]T , i = 1, ..,4
for different choices of ε and δ
the results of the proposed approach and that obtained by solving (5.15) with ε = 0 using a single
centralized computer, known as the centralized MPC (CMPC) solution. The terminal sets {σ isX if}Mi=1
in CMPC are obtained from min{∑Mi=1(1−σ i) : (5.13)}with ε = 0: σ 1s = 0.6248,σ 2s = 0.5497,σ 3s =
0.6998 and σ 4s = 0.4372. Table 5.3 shows the performances of the two approaches in terms of the







(‖xi(t)‖2Qi +‖ui(t)‖2Ri) where xi(t),ui(t), t = 0, · · · ,∞
are the state and control of the closed-loop system starting from x(0). Entries in Table 5.3 are values
of J(ε ,δ )(x), Jo(x) and
|J(ε,δ )(x)−Jo(x)|
Jo(x) , corresponding to the infinite LQ cost of the proposed approach,
the optimal CMPC solution (with ε = 0) and the relative cost in percentage respectively. As shown,
the degradation in performance for (ε ,δ ) = (0.01,0.01) is 6.2%±2.5%, (ε ,δ ) = (0.005,0.005) is
2.8%±1.6% and (ε ,δ ) = (0.001,0.001) is 0.8%±0.6%. These results suggest that 0.005 and 0.001
are sufficiently good low accuracy solution for the proposed approach.
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xi, i ∈ ZM (ε ,δ )×10−3 J(ε ,δ )(x) |J(ε,δ )(x)−Jo(x)|Jo(x) (%) Jo(x)( −3.288
0.4113
) (10,10) 125.0 4.27
119.9(5,5) 122.2 1.90
(1,1) 120.2 0.29( −1.7828
−0.6326
) (10,10) 71.35 7.72
66.24(5,5) 68.79 3.84
(1,1) 67.11 1.31( −3.2847
0.971















) (10,10) 64.56 8.71
59.39(5,5) 61.98 4.36
(1,1) 59.82 0.72
Table 5.3: The cost difference of the proposed approach and the CMPC over various choices of the
initial state x(0).
5.7 Conclusions
A DMPC approach is proposed for a group of linear systems with local and global constraints. The
proposed approach relies on the dual problem of the overall MPC problem and uses a distributed
ADMM algorithm for its solution. This is made possible by introducing local copies of the dual vari-
ables in individual system and enforcing all the local copies to achieve approximate consensus value.
Provision for computational expediency is made via early termination of the distributed ADMM al-
gorithm where the inaccuracy depends on user-defined parameters. Termination conditions based
on the these parameters are provided and is checked using a finite-time consensus algorithm. Under
mild assumptions, this approach converges to some small neighborhood of the optimal so long as the
network of systems is connected. Recursive feasibility and exponential stability of the closed-loop
system are ensured.
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5.A Proof of Theorem 5.1





+ (λ i,k+1)T (F i(ui−ui,k+1)+ si− si,k+1)≥ 0 ∀ ui ∈ U i(xi) and ∀si ≥ 0
(5.45)
where λ i,k+1 is that given by (5.33). Consider (5.15) and let its optimal solution be {ui∗}i∈ZM with
λ ∗ as the optimal dual variable of (5.15c). The first order optimality condition of (5.18), following











(λ ∗)T F i(ui−ui∗)≥ 0 ∀ ui ∈ U i(xi). (5.46)
Let {λ i∗} be the optimal solution of (5.23) and {yi∗ ≥ 0}i∈ZM be the optimal dual variable for the
constraint λ i ≥ 0 in (5.23) satisfying (λ i∗)T yi∗ = 0. Then
(λ i∗)T (si− yi∗)≥ 0 for any si ≥ 0 (5.47)
Adding the above for i = 1, · · · ,M to (5.46) and noting that λ i∗ = λ ∗ for all i ∈ ZM at the optimum













F i(ui−ui∗)+ si− yi∗)≥ 0, (5.48)
for all ui ∈ U i(xi) and si ≥ 0. Let ui = ui∗ and si = yi∗ in (5.45) for i = 1, · · · ,M and adding them to


















Since Ji(xi,ui) is strongly convex with respect to ui, there exist µ i > 0, i ∈ ZM such that
(∇uiJi(xi,ui,k+1)−∇uiJi(xi,ui∗))T (ui,k+1−ui∗)≥ µ i‖(ui,k+1−ui∗)‖2.
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F i(ui,k+1−ui∗)+ si,k+1− yi∗
)
(5.50)
From (5.33), F iui,k+1 + si,k+1 can be written as
F iui,k+1 + si,k+1 = 2ρ |Ni|λ i,k+1−H ixi + b(ε)M + v
i,k (5.51)
Since {λ i∗ = λ ∗} is the optimal solution of (5.23) and {yi∗ ≥ 0}i∈ZM is the optimal dual variable,
they satisfy the KKT of (5.23)
∇gi(λ i∗)+2 ∑
j∈Ni





α∗i j− yi∗ = 0 (5.52)
Hence, F i(ui,k+1−ui∗)+ si,k+1− yi∗ can be written in terms of (λ i,k+1,vi,k) and {α∗i j : j ∈ Ni}
F i(ui,k+1−ui∗)+ si,k+1− yi∗
=F iui,k+1 + si,k+1− (F iui∗+ yi∗)
=2ρ‖Ni‖λ i,k+1 + vi,k−2 ∑
j∈Ni
α∗i j
Consider the definition of vi,k of (5.28), the expression above can be rewritten as
2ρ‖Ni‖λ i,k+1 + vi,k−2 ∑
j∈Ni
α∗i j
=2ρ‖Ni‖λ i,k+1 +2 ∑
j∈Ni
(




















(αk+1i j −α∗i j)+ρ ∑
j∈Ni
(λ i,k+1 +λ j,k+1−λ i,k−λ j,k)
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(αk+1i j −α∗i j)+ρ ∑
j∈Ni
(λ i,k+1 +λ j,k+1−λ i,k−λ j,k)
) (5.53)































k+1−α ∗‖2−‖α k−α ∗‖2 +‖α k+1−α k‖2) (5.54)
where the second last equality is from (5.27) and the last equality is due to the equality (a−b)T (a−







(λ i,k+1−λ ∗)T (λ i,k+1 +λ j,k+1−λ i,k−λ j,k)





¯Γ−‖λ k−λ ∗‖2¯Γ +‖λ k+1−λ k‖2¯Γ) (5.55)
where ¯Γ = (A+D)⊗ IN p and λ ∗ = IM ⊗λ ∗. Combining (5.53), (5.54) and (5.55) yields
1
ρ ‖α



















Since 1ρ ‖α k+1−α ∗‖2 + ρ2 ‖λ k+1−λ ∗‖2¯Γ is lower bounded by 0, the following three conditions must
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hold: ui,k+1−ui∗ converges to 0, α k+1−α k converges to 0 and λ k+1−λ k converges to 0.
(ii) Convergence of α k is already shown in (i). To show convergence of rk to 0, consider the opti-
mality condition (5.45) of (5.32) and the fact that Ji(xi,ui)−Ji(xi,ui,k+1)≥ (∇uiJi(xi,ui,k+1))T (ui−
ui,k+1), it yields
Ji(xi,ui)− Ji(xi,ui,k+1)
+ (λ i,k+1)T (F i(ui−ui,k+1)+ si− si,k+1)≥ 0
(5.57)
for all ui ∈ U i(xi) and si ≥ 0. By letting ui = ui∗ and si = yi∗, we can obtain
Ji(xi,ui∗)− Ji(xi,ui,k+1)
+ (λ i,k+1)T (F i(ui∗−ui,k+1)+ yi∗− si,k+1)≥ 0
which can also be rewritten as
Ji(xi,ui∗)− Ji(xi,ui,k+1)
+ (λ ∗)T (F i(ui∗−ui,k+1)+ yi∗− si,k+1)
+ (λ i,k+1−λ ∗)T (F i(ui∗−ui,k+1)+ yi∗− si,k+1)≥ 0






(λ ∗)T (F i(ui,k+1−ui∗)+ si,k+1− yi∗)
≤− 2ρ (α
k+1−α k)T (α k+1−α ∗)−ρ(λ k+1−λ ∗)T ¯Γ(λ k+1−λ k)






















Consider the saddle point condition of (5.18), we know that








Therefore, we can get
−(λ ∗)T rk+1 ≤ ∆Jk+1 ≤−(λ ∗)T rk+1− 2ρ (α
k+1−α ∗)T ∆α k+1−ρ(λ k+1−λ ∗)T ¯Γ(∆λ k+1) (5.58)





























αk+1i j +ρ ∑
j∈Ni
(λ i,k+1 +λ j,k+1−λ i,k−λ j,k))
= ρ(1M ⊗ IN p)T ¯Γ(λ k+1−λ k) (5.59)
The convergence of {λ k}∞k=1 implies that {rk}∞k=1 converges to 0.
(iii) It follows from (5.58) that
∆Jk+1 ≥−‖λ ∗‖‖rk+1‖ (5.60)
∆Jk+1 ≤ ‖λ ∗‖‖rk+1‖+ 2ρ ‖∆α
k+1‖‖α k+1−α ∗‖+ρ‖λ k+1−λ ∗‖‖ ¯Γ‖‖∆λ k+1‖ (5.61)
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Hence,
|∆Jk+1| ≤ ‖λ ∗‖‖rk+1‖+ 2ρ ‖∆α
k+1‖‖α k+1−α ∗‖+ρ‖λ k+1−λ ∗‖‖ ¯Γ‖‖∆λ k+1‖ (5.62)
which implies that |∆Jk+1| ≤ Ck+1. From the convergence of {λ k}∞k=1, {α k}∞k=1, {ui,k}∞k=1 and
{rk}∞k=1, both ∆Jk and Ck go to 0 as k → ∞.
(iv) This result follows directly from (5.32). ✷
5.B The proof of Theorem 5.2







µ i‖ui,ℓ−ui∗‖2 ≤ 1ρ ‖α




































(ii) Note that (5.57) can be rewritten as
Ji(xi,ui∗)− Ji(xi,ui,k+1)+λ T (F i(ui∗−ui,k+1)+ yi∗− si,k+1)
+ (λ i,k+1−λ )T (F i(ui∗−ui,k+1)+ yi∗− si,k+1)≥ 0
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Ji(xi,ui,k+1)− Ji(xi,ui∗)+λ T (F i(ui,k+1−ui∗)+ si,k+1− yi∗)
)
≤ 1ρ ‖α




















( f i(ui,k+1,xi)+ si,k+1)−b(ε)
)





































( f i(u˜i,k,xi) + s˜i,k)− b. Following the choice of λ in [151], let λ = λ ∗+ r˜k/‖r˜k‖.
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( f i(u˜i,k,xi)+ s˜i,k)−b(ε)‖



































which proves the result in (iii). ✷
5.C Proof of Lemma 5.1
The existence of ¯k for the stated conditions follows from the convergence of rk and |∆Jk| of properties
(ii) and (iii) of Theorem 5.1. Properties (iii) of Theorem 5.1 also implies |∆J ¯k| ≤ δ if C ¯k ≤ δ .
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5.D Proof of Lemma 5.2
By definition of hσ¯ iX if ,
¯F iℓx
i ≤ maxy∈σ¯ iX if ¯F
i
ℓy = hσ¯ iX if (
¯F iℓ ) = σ¯
ihX if (
¯F iℓ ) for any xi ∈ σ¯ iX if and any
ℓ ∈ ZN p. This fact, together with σ¯ i ≤ 1M bℓ(ε)/hX if ( ¯F
i
ℓ ) from the definition of {σ¯ i}i∈ZM , implies
b(ε)
M − ¯F ixi ≥ 0. Since σ¯ iX if ⊆ σ iε X if , KiAxi ∈ U i(xi) from (5.5), (5.6) and (5.14). Hence, when k = 0,
(KiAx
i, b(ε)M − ¯F ixi) is a feasible solution to (5.32) because vi,0 = 0 from the initialization, i ∈ ZM.
Since Ki and Pi are obtained from ARE, KiAxi is the optimal solution to Ji(xi,ui). Therefore, the
solution when k = 0 is ui,1 = KiAxi, and si,1 =
b(ε)
M − ¯F ixi for all i ∈ ZM. Using these values in








( ¯F ixi +
b(ε)
M − ¯F ixi)+b(ε) = 0 and λ i,1 = 0 for all i ∈ ZM. This means that ∆λ 1 = λ 1−λ 0 = 0 and ∆α 1 =
α 1 −α 0 = 0 following the update of α via (5.27). Hence, r1 = 0 and C1 = 0 and Algorithm 5.1
terminates at ¯k = 1. ✷
5.E Proof of Theorem 5.3
(i) As given by (5.34), let ¯k(t) be the stopping iteration of the Algorithm 5.1 at time t and the solution
of (5.32) be ui,¯k(t) := uit := {ui0|t ,ui1|t , · · · ,uiN−1|t}. Denote the associated state sequence as xit =
{xi0|t ,xi1|t , · · · ,xiN|t} for all i ∈ ZM. Since {uit}Mi=1 are the output of Algorithm 5.1, {(xi(t),u it)}i∈ZM





f i(xi(t),u it)−b(ε)≤ εM1pN (5.65)
Rewriting f i(xi(t),uit) and b(ε) back in terms of {xi0|t ,xi1|t , · · · ,xiN|t} and {ui0|t ,ui1|t , · · · ,uiN−1|t} (note








ℓ|t ≤ (1− εM(ℓ+1))1p + εM1p = (1− εMℓ)1p, ∀ℓ ∈ ZN−10 (5.66)
For all i ∈ ZM, let a feasible control to the ith system at t +1 be chosen as
uˆit+1 := {uˆi0|t+1, uˆi1|t+1, · · · , uˆiN−1|t+1} := {ui1|t ,ui2|t , · · · ,uiN−1|t ,KixiN|t}. (5.67)
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and the associated state sequence
xˆit+1 = {xˆi0|t+1, xˆi1|t+1, · · · , xˆiN|t+1} := {xi1|t ,xi2|t , · · · ,xiN|t ,(Ai +BiKi)xiN|t}
















ℓ+1|t ≤ (1− εM(1+ ℓ))1p, ∀ℓ ∈ ZN−20 (5.68)











¯ΨxiN|t ≤ (1− εMN)1p (5.70)
where the last inequality follows the fact that xiN|t ∈ σ iε X if and (5.10) (with T if = σ iεX if ). In addi-
tion, uˆiℓ|t+1 ∈U i for ℓ ∈ ZN−20 since uiℓ+1|t ∈U i because of (iv) of Theorem 5.1. The last control,
uˆiN−1|t+1 = K
ixiN|t ∈ U i because xiN|t ∈ σ iε X if and σ iε X if satisfies (5.6). The constraints of xˆiℓ|t+1 ∈
X i, ℓ ∈ ZN−10 and xˆiN|t+1 ∈ σ iε X if follow similar argument. These properties implies uˆit+1 ∈ U(xi(t +
1)), i ∈ ZM and {uˆit+1}Mi=1 is a feasible solution to Pε(x(t +1)).
(ii) This result follows from Lemma 5.1 since {xi(t),ui,¯k(t)}Mi=1 is a (ε ,δ )-relaxed solution of Pε(x(t)).
(iii) Let Vε (x(t)) = ∑Mi=1 Ji(xi(t),ui∗t ) (where {ui∗t }Mi=1 is the optimal solution of (5.15)) be the Lya-
punov function of the closed-loop system of (5.1) with input ui(t) = ui,¯k(t)0 given by (5.34). When





Ji(xi(t),uit)−Vε(x(t))| ≤ δ (5.71)
Let uˆit+1 be as defined in (5.67) of property (i) above, it follows from the standard argument in MPC,
Ji(xi(t +1),uˆit+1)− Ji(xi(t),uit) =−‖xi(t)‖iQi −‖ui(t)‖2Ri +‖xiN|t‖2Qi +‖KixiN|t‖2Ri
+‖AiKxiN|t‖2Pi −‖xiN|t‖2Pi
=−‖xi(t)‖iQi −‖ui(t)‖2Ri (5.72)
where the last equality is from the fact Ki,Pi satisfy the Algebraic Riccatii Equation of (AiK)T PiAiK−
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where the equality condition follows from (5.72) and the last inequality is due to (5.71). From the
stated condition, choose any ε˜ > 0 such that {xi : ‖xi‖2Qi ≤ δ + ε˜} ⊆ σ¯ iX if . Consider the following
two cases for (5.73): θ(t) < −ε˜ for all t and θ(t) ≥ −ε˜ for at least one t. Suppose θ(t) < −ε˜
for all t, then limt→∞ Vε(x(t)) becomes negative and leads to a contradiction of non-negativity of
Vε(x(t)). Suppose there exists one t, denoted by t f such that θ(t f )≥−ε˜ or ∑i∈ZM ‖xi(t f )‖2Qi ≤ δ + ε˜ .
This implies that ‖xi(t f )‖2Qi ≤ δ + ε˜ which, together with {xi : ‖xi‖2Qi ≤ δ + ε˜} ⊆ σ¯ iX if , implies that
xi(t f ) ∈ σ¯ iX if for all i ∈ ZM.
(iv) Property (iii) states that a finite t f exists such that xi(t f ) ∈ σ¯ iX if , i ∈ ZM. When this happens, it
follows from Lemma 5.2 that κ i(x(t f )) = Kixi(t f ) and the closed-loop system becomes xi(t f +1) =
AiKxi(t f ). Since xi(t f + 1) ∈ σ¯ iX if for any xi(t f ) ∈ σ¯ iX if from (5.6). As a result, xi(t + 1) = AiKxi(t)
for all t ≥ t f and the closed-loop system is exponentially stable. ✷
CHAPTER 6
A Distributed Fast Dual Gradient Algorithm for
Distributed Model Predictive Control with Coupled
Constraints
6.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes an accelerated DMPC approach for M discrete-time linear dynamical systems,
given by (5.1)-(5.3). Like the approach in Chapter 5, this approach also solves the dual problem of
the overall MPC problem and converts the dual problem into a distributed consensus optimization
problem (DCOP). In Chapter 5, the ADMM is used for the DCOP problem. However, the ADMM
can have slow convergence for highly accurate solutions. This work is motivated by the need for
a faster solution of the DCOP problem on a connected network (not necessarily fully connected)
and is a distributed implementation of the standard stand-alone Nestrov gradient method [97, 98].
The Nestrov gradient method for single MPC can be found in [176, 177]. The distributed Nestrov
gradient implementations of DCOP have appeared [106, 107] but not for MPC. For distributed im-
plementations, each system has a local copy of the dual variable. In [106], a constant step-size
update for the iterates is used but such a choice does not ensure convergence to the optimal consen-
sus variable. The work of [107] uses an inner loop for better convergence of the consensus variable.
However, the number of consensus steps in the inner loop grows with the index of the outer loop
and this leads to a significant increase in the information exchanges. Similar to [107], this chapter
uses several consensus steps in the inner-loop to achieve the consensus of the local copies. How-
ever, the number of consensus steps is fixed and does not grow with the outer-loop index. Despite
this, the computations of the proposed approach can be high for large-scale problems. This issue
97
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is minimized by having premature termination of the proposed approach. Convergence of the pro-
posed approach under the premature termination condition, together with recursive feasibility and
stability of the closed-loop system are provided. Under reasonable assumptions, the approach con-
verges faster than the ADMM approach [185] for the same accuracy. An important difference of this
work to [185] is that the local copies of the dual variable reach exact consensus while the approach
of [185] achieves only approximate consensus at each iteration. This feature, together with the per-
mature termination consideration allows the proposed approach to generate a solution whose cost
is upper bounded by the optimal cost and to have a simplified stopping condition. A comparison
with [185] using an example is also provided. Not accounting for the information exchanges, the
results from this and other examples show that the number of iterations needed to reach the same
accuracy by the proposed approach is about 30% to 50% of that needed by the ADMM approach
of [185].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 reviews the dual formulation of the
overall MPC problem. Section 6.3 presents the proposed approach and its convergence results. The
recursive feasibility and stability results are given in Section 6.5. The performance of the approach
is illustrated by a numerical example in Section 6.6 with the conclusions given in Section 6.7. The
proofs are given in the appendices. The notations used in this chapter follows those in Chapter 5.
Additional notations are introduced as required in the text.
6.2 Preliminaries
This section reviews the dual problem of the overall MPC problem (5.15). Let λ ∈ RN p be the dual
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where Φ(x,λ ) = min
{ui∈U i(xi),i∈ZM}












gi(λ ) := max
ui∈U i(xi)
−Ji(xi,ui)−λ T ( f i(xi,ui)− b(ε)
M
). (6.3)
Let ui(λ ) = arg max
ui∈U i(xi)
gi(λ ). Then, it can be verified that gi(λ ) is convex and the gradient of
gi(λ ) is ∇gi(λ ) =−( f i(xi,ui(λ ))− b(ε)M ) (see Danskin’s Theorem of [149]). In addition, ∇gi(λ ) is
Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant ‖F
i‖2




all xi and ui (see [100]). Let Lg = maxi∈ZM{‖F
i‖2
µ i }. Note that while the optimal solution of (5.15) is
unique as Ji(xi,ui) is stictly convex in ui, the optimal λ of (6.2) may not be [177, 179]. Let
Λ(x) = {λ : λ is an optimal solution of (6.1)} (6.4)
be the collection of all possible optimal λ . Despite the nonuniqueness of λ , the proposed algorithm
(Algorithm 5.1) will converge to an unique solution of (5.15), see Theorem 6.1.
6.3 The Main Results
This section discusses the proposed distributed fast dual gradient algorithm. The overall problem
(5.15) is considered as the primal problem.
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6.3.1 Distributed Fast Dual Gradient Algorithm




gi(λ ) of (6.2)
consists of the following iterates
˜λ k = λ k +θk(θ−1k−1−1)(λ k−λ k−1) (6.5a)








θ4k +4θ2k −θ2k )/2 (6.5c)
where [x]+ = max{0,x}, and λ−1 = λ 0 = 0 and θ−1 = θ0 = 1 are the needed initializations. From













θ−1ℓ , and θk ≤
2
k+2 (6.6)
Note that (6.5b) requires the gradients from all M systems. In order to implement a fully distributed
computation, each system i makes a local copy of λ , λ i. Correspondingly, (6.5a) and (6.5b) are
replaced by
˜λ i,k = λ i,k +θk(θ−1k−1−1)(λ i,k−λ i,k−1), ∀i ∈ ZM (6.7a)










]+, ∀i ∈ ZM (6.7b)
where ∇gi(˜λ i,k) =−( f i(xi,u˜i,k)− bM ) with
u˜i,k = arg min
ui∈U i(xi)
Ji(xi,ui)+ (˜λ i,k)T ( f i(xi,ui)− b(ε)
M
). (6.8)





θ−1ℓ u˜i,ℓ = (1−θk)u¯i,k−1 +θku˜i,k (6.9)
where u¯ i,−1 = 0 and u˜ i,k is obtained from (6.8). Note that (6.7b) requires the quantity
(
˜λ i,k− 1Lg ∇gi(˜λ i,k)
)
from all i∈ZM and, hence, is not fully distributed. To handle this problem, the finite-time consensus
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˜λ i,k− 1Lg ∇gi(˜λ i,k)
)
in
(6.7b). Specifically, for each i ∈ ZM, introduce variable yi(ℓ,k) with
yi(0,k) := ˜λ i,k− 1
Lg
∇gi(˜λ i,k) (6.10)
yi(ℓ+1,k) =W iiyi(ℓ,k)+ ∑
j∈Ni
W i jy j(ℓ,k), ℓ ∈ ZT−20 , (6.11)
where T is the order of the minimal polynomial of W and (6.11) is the ith component of the consensus









˜λ i,k− 1Lg ∇gi(˜λ i,k)
)
for all i ∈ ZM.
With this property, (6.7b) is replaced by




τℓyi(ℓ,k)]+, i ∈ ZM (6.12)
This process is then repeated by incrementing k. The stopping criterion of this distributed fast dual
gradient algorithm is discussed in Section 6.4 and suppose it terminates at iteration ¯k. Then, the solu-
tion from this algorithm is u¯i,¯k := {u¯i,¯k0 , u¯i,
¯k
1 , · · · , u¯i,
¯k
N−1}, as defined by (6.9), i∈ZM. Correspondingly,
the MPC control law applied on the ith system is
κ i(x) = u¯i,
¯k
0 , i ∈ ZM (6.13)
6.3.2 Convergence Analysis
The convergence results of the distributed fast dual gradient algorithm are discussed in this section.
The convergence to an optimal dual solution is stated as follows.
Lemma 6.1. For any x ∈ Dε , let {λ i,k, ˜λ i,k}Mi=1 be generated from (6.7a) and (6.7b) with λ i,−1 =
λ i,0 = 0. Then, for any λ ∗ ∈ Λ(x), the following results hold.
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‖¯λ i,k+1−λ ∗‖2 ≤M‖λ ∗‖2 (6.15)
(iii) Consider the sequences {u˜i,k}Mi=1 and {u¯i,k}Mi=1 generated from (6.8) and (6.8) respectively. For












Property (iii) of Lemma 6.1 provides the decreasing upper bound on the violation of the coupled
constraint. On the basis of the convergence of the dual variable, the primal convergence result is
stated in the following theorem, which is a modification of Theorem 5 in [177].
Theorem 6.1. For any x ∈ Dε , suppose {ui∗}Mi=1 is the optimal solution of Pε(x). Then, for any













6.3.3 Primal Suboptimality and Feasibility
As mentioned before, a premature termination condition is used to reduce the computational load
for the solution of (6.1). For this purpose, the relaxed solution of (5.15) is defined as follows.
Definition 6.1. Given any ε > 0, the set {xi,ui}Mi=1 is a ε-relaxed solution of (5.15) if




f i(xi,ui)−b(ε)≤ εM1pN (6.18)
where {ui∗}Mi=1 is the optimal solution of (5.15). In addition, for any ε ,δ > 0, the set {xi,ui}Mi=1 is a





(Ji(xi,ui)− Ji(xi,ui∗))≤ δ (6.19)
The following lemma discusses the existence of the suboptimal solution.
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Lemma 6.2. For any x ∈ Dε , let {u˜i,k}Mi=1 and {u¯i,k}Mi=1 be generated from (6.8) and (6.9) respec-
tively. Then, it holds that:
(i) there exists a finite k such that {xi,u¯i,k}Mi=1 is a (ε ,0)-suboptimal solution of (5.15);
(ii) {xi,u¯i,k}Mi=1 is a (ε ,0)-suboptimal if and only if it is a ε-relaxed solution.
Proof of Lemma 6.2: (i) Since u˜i,k ∈U i(xi) for all i ∈ZM and k from (6.8), it holds that u¯i,k ∈U i(xi)
for all i ∈ ZM and k. From property (iii) of Lemma 6.1, there always exits a k such that (6.18) is
satisfied.
(ii) The equivalence between the (ε ,0)-suboptimal solution and the ε-relaxed solution follows from
Definition 6.1 and Theorem 6.1. ✷
The next theorem shows the existence of a ε-relaxed solution ensures the recursive feasibility of
(5.15).
Theorem 6.2. Suppose {xi,ui}Mi=1 is a ε-relaxed solution of (5.15) as defined by Definition 6.1
with ui = {ui0,ui1, · · · ,uiN−1} for all i ∈ ZM. Let the state sequence associated with this solution be
{xi0,xi1, · · · ,xiN}, xi+ =Aixi+Biui0 and u i+ = {ui1, · · · ,uiN−1,KixiN} for all i∈ ZM. Then, the following
results hold.
(i) {ui+}Mi=1 is a feasible solution to Pε(x+).
(ii) Consider the solution of Pε(x+) and let {u¯i,k}Mi=1 be generated from (6.8) and (6.9) with the states
{xi+}Mi=1. Then, there exists a finite k such that {xi+,u¯i,k}Mi=1 is a ε-relaxed solution of (5.15).
6.4 The Overall DMPC Scheme
The overall DMPC scheme is now presented in this section. First, a proper stopping criterion for the
distributed fast dual gradient algorithm is needed. This condition is based on the results of Lemma
6.2. Specifically, the algorithm terminates at the first k, denoted as ¯k, such that a ε-relaxed solution





εM1pN . This condition should be checked in a fully distributed manner. Again, the finite-time
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consensus algorithm in Section 3.3.2 is used. For each i ∈ ZM, introduce the variable zi(ℓ,k) with
zi(0,k) : = f i(xi,u¯i,k)− b(ε)
M
(6.20)
zi(ℓ+1,k) =W iizi(ℓ,k)+ ∑
j∈Ni
W i jz j(ℓ,k), ℓ ∈ ZT−20 (6.21)















for all i ∈ ZM. The distributed fast dual gradient algorithm with the finite-time consensus is summa-
rized in Algorithm 6.1.
Algorithm 6.1: Distributed fast dual gradient algorithm
Input: xi, i ∈ ZM
Output: u¯i,¯k, i ∈ ZM
Initialization: set k = 0, u¯i,−1 = 0,λ i,−1 = λ i,0 = 0 and θ−1 = θ0 = 1, for all i ∈ ZM;
repeat
for all i ∈ ZM (in parallel) do
Obtain ˜λ i,k and u˜i,k from (6.7a) and (6.8) respectively;
Perform the finite-consensus steps in (6.11) with yi(0,k) being given in (6.10);
Obtain λ i,k+1 from (6.12);
end for
Set up zi(0,k) using u¯i,k which is defined in (6.9), i ∈ ZM
for all i ∈ ZM (in parallel) do











The overall procedure of the DMPC algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 6.2.
Algorithm 6.2: The overall DMPC algorithm
1: At time t, every system i measures it own state xi(t);
2: Every system i calls Algorithm 5.1 with xi(t) and obtain u¯i,¯k(t) as its output.
3: Every system obtains κ i(x(t)) from u¯i,¯k(t) via (6.13) and apply κ i(x(t)) to the ith system.
4: Wait for next sampling time, let t = t +1 and go to step 1.
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6.5 Recursive Feasibility and Stability
This section discusses the recursive feasibility and stability results of the proposed DMPC formula-
tion. The next lemma pertains to a property of the terminal set of the overall system and is needed
for stability of the closed-loop MPC system.
Lemma 6.3. Let





{bℓ(ε)/hX if ( ¯F
i
ℓ )}} (6.22)
where hX if (·) is the support function of X if , bℓ(ε) denotes the ℓth element of b(ε), ¯F i := F iKiA +H i
from (5.16) with KiA defined by (6.23) below, and ¯F iℓ denotes the ℓth row of ¯F i. For any xi ∈ σ¯ iX if , the
optimal solution to Algorithm 5.1 for the ith system is
u¯i,
¯k = {u¯i,¯k0 , · · · , u¯i,
¯k
N−1}= {Kixi,KiAiKxi, · · · ,Ki(AiK)N−1xi} := KiAxi (6.23)
with ¯k = 0.
The recursive feasible and stability results of the proposed DMPC approach are stated in the follow-
ing theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose A5.1-A5.3 hold and Pε(x(t)) of (5.15) has a feasible solution at time t and
that the MPC law of (6.13) is applied to the ith system of (5.2) for all i ∈ ZM. Then, the following
results hold.
(i) Pε(x(t +1)) has a feasible solution at time t +1.
(ii) For all t ≥ 0, ∑Mi=1
(
Ji(xi(t),u¯ i,¯k(t))− Ji(xi(t),u i∗t )
)
≤ 0, where {ui∗t }Mi=1 is the optimal solution
of (5.15).
(iii) The closed-loop system (5.1) with the MPC law (6.13) is exponentially stable.
Remark 6.1. It can be shown that the true LQ cost is upper bounded by the predicted cost of the








(‖xi(t)‖2Qi +‖κ i(x(t))‖2Ri) (6.24)
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which, when summed up from t = 0 to ∞, implies that J∞ε (x) ≤ Vε(x). This gives a performance
bound for the infinite LQ cost of the closed-loop system.
6.6 Numerical Results
The example chosen is a four-agent system where every agent consists of two coupled water tanks
[186]. The target is to regulate the water levels to some given references with a limited total input
flow rate. As shown in Figure 6.1, qi is the input flow and hi1 and hi2 are the water levels for system
i. Suppose the targeted water levels are ˜hi1 and ˜hi2 with the steady input flow q˜i of system i. Let
xi1 = hi1− ˜hi1, xi2 = hi2− ˜hi2 and ui = qi− q˜i for i ∈ Z4.
Figure 6.1: The water tanks system














ui(t), i ∈ Z4
All the agents have the same local constraints X i := {xi ∈R2 : |xi1| ≤ 1, |xi2| ≤ 0.64} and U i := {ui ∈













q˜i = 0.8. The values of Ki and Pi obtained from the
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for all i ∈ Z4. Consider the network connection of a ring and W = I−0.1L(G). The minimal poly-
nomial of W is t3−2.4t2 +1.88t−0.48 = 0. Hence, value of T of (3.39) is 3 and the finite-time con-
sensus in (3.39) can be obtained 2 steps. The initial conditions are: x1(0) = [−0.3241 − 0.5977]T ,
x2(0) = [0.4390 − 0.4667]T , x3(0) = [−0.4391 − 0.5818]T , x4(0) = [−0.5337 − 0.4347]T and
the horizon length N = 8. The performance of the proposed DMPC approach is presented for
several choices of ε and the comparison is made between the results of the proposed approach
and that obtained by solving (5.15) with ε = 0 using a single centralized computer, known as
the centralized MPC (CMPC) solution. The terminal sets {σ isX if}Mi=1 in CMPC are obtained from
min{∑Mi=1(1−σ i) : (5.13)}with ε = 0: σ is = 0.6667, i ∈Z4. Consider the case of ε = 0.01 in DMPC.
The overall input is shown in Figure 6.2.















Figure 6.2: The overall input trajectories:DMPC(ε = 0.01) and CMPC
The following table gives the real LQ cost J∞ε (x(0))(as defined in Remark 6.1) for different choices
of ε . The values of {σ iε}i∈Z4 , obtained from min{∑Mi=1(1−σ i) : (5.13)}, are also shown in Table
6.1. It can be seen that the performance of the DMPC approach is close to that of CMPC because
they have similar overall input trajectories and the degradation in cost is less than 0.2% even in the
case of ε = 0.01. The fact that J∞ε (x(0)) is upper bounded by Vε(x(0)) can also be verified in Table
6.1.
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ε 0.01 0.005 0.001
σ iε , i ∈ Z4 0.4533 0.56 0.6453
Vε (x(0)) 61.87 61.26 60.95
J∞ε (x(0)) 60.99 60.91 60.89
Table 6.1: The values of J∞ε (x(0)) for different choices of ε
A comparison between the proposed approach and the ADMM-based approach in [185] is made.
The number of iterations of this proposed approach at each t along the trajectories is denoted by
¯kF(t) := ¯k(t)+ 1, whose values are shown in Table 6.2. The number of iterations of the ADMM-
based approach, denoted by ¯kA(t) is also shown in this table. Notice that for t ≥ 7, ¯k(t) becomes 0
because the global constraints are not active. It can be seen from the Table 6.2 that the number of
iterations needed to reach the same accuracy by the proposed approach is about 30% to 50% of that
needed by the ADMM-based approach. The number of communications needed is (2T −1)¯kF(t) for
this approach and T ¯kA(t) for the ADMM-based approach. The number of optimization problems
solved at each time instant t is ¯kF(t) by the proposed approach and ¯kA(t) by the ADMM-based
approach. Although (2T − 1)¯kF(t) and T ¯kA(t) may be close and this approach may even require
more communications in some cases, this approach solves fewer optimization problems.
ε t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 t = 6 t = 7
¯kF(t)
0.01 23 21 19 16 13 9 1 1
0.005 24 25 23 20 17 12 1 1
0.001 49 50 48 46 42 30 6 1
¯kA(t)
0.01 88 88 72 67 71 74 94 1
0.005 96 96 80 79 79 83 105 1
0.001 120 120 112 106 108 115 131 1
Table 6.2: The number of iterations along the trajectories starting from x(0) for different choices of
ε
For the rest of this section, results of the proposed approach for problem (6.2) are compared with
those obtained using other distributed algorithms in the literature: the distributed subgradient(D-SG)
algorithm of [187] and the distributed Nesterov gradient(D-NG) algorithm of [106, 107]. Although
[107] also proposed an algorithm that has a better convergence rate than D-SG and D-NG, it is
unclear if it can be extended to constrained problems. For this reason, the comparison is only
made with D-SG and D-NG. Consider the DMPC problem (5.15) with ε = 0.01 and the initial
state x(0). The proposed approach and D-NG use the weighted running average u¯i,k in (6.9) to
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compute the primal cost after each iteration as shown in Algorithm 5.1, while D-SG uses the latest
the primal variable u˜i,k in (6.8). As the stepsize affects the performance of D-SG and D-NG, some
reasonable stepsizes are chosens after a few trials: 0.2 and 7k+1 for D-SG; 0.1 and
5
k+1 for D-NG.
The convergence curves of these algorithms are shown in Figure 6.3. It can be seen that the propose
approach converges faster than these two algorithms.


















Figure 6.3: Convergence curves of different distributed algorithms
6.7 Conclusions
A novel DMPC approach is proposed for a group of linear systems with local and global constraints.
The proposed approach relies on the dual problem of the overall MPC problem and uses a distributed
fast dual gradient algorithm for its solution. This is made possible by introducing local copies of the
dual variables in individual system and enforcing all the local copies to achieve consensus at each
iteration. Provision for computational expediency is made via early termination of the proposed
algorithm where the inaccuracy depends on the prescribed violation of the coupled constraint. Ter-
mination condition is checked using a finite-time consensus algorithm. Under mild assumptions, a
suboptimal solution of the overall MPC problem can be obtained so long as the network of systems
are connected. Recursive feasibility and exponential stability of the closed-loop system are ensured.
The performance of the proposed approach is demonstrated by a 4-tank networked system with a
limited total input flow rate. Compared to the ADMM-based approach of the same problem, this
approach achieves convergence of about 2 to 3 times faster and invokes fewer quadratic optimiza-
tion solvers, but may require more communications among systems. This communication issue is
minimized by the use of a finite-time consensus based on the minimal polynomial extracted from
the network. Comparisons of convergence results are also made with the distributed subgradient al-
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gorithm and distributed Nesterov gradient algorithm. In both cases, the proposed method has faster
convergence.
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6.A Proof of Lemma 6.1






gi(λ i) s.t. λ 1 = λ 2 = · · ·= λ M (6.26)
which is equivalent to min
λ∈Ω




gi(λ i), λ = (λ 1,λ 2, · · · ,λ M) and Ω = {λ ≥ 0 :
λ 1 = λ 2 = · · ·= λ M}. Then, (6.7a)-(6.7b) can be written in a compact form
˜λ k = λ k +θk(θ−1k−1−1)(λ k−λ k−1) (6.27a)




It can be easily verified that ∇g(λ ) is Lipschitz continuous with the constant Lg. For any λ ≥ 0,





























¯λ i,k := λ i,k−1 +θ−1k−1(λ i,k−λ i,k−1) (6.29)
∆i(λ , ˜λ ) := gi(˜λ )+∇gTi (˜λ )(λ − ˜λ) (6.30)
Let λ in (6.28) be any λ ∗ ∈ Λ(x). The the first inequality of (6.14) holds because λ ∗ is a minimizer
of (6.2) and the second inequality (6.14) holds due to the fact that ∆i(λ ∗, ˜λ i,k) ≤ gi(λ ∗) from the
convexity of gi(·).








gi(λ ∗)≥ 0 and ∆i(λ ∗, ˜λ i,k)≤
gi(λ ∗).
(iii) Some intermediate results are needed to prove (6.16). Using the auxiliary variable ¯λ i,k =
λ i,k−1 +θ−1k−1(λ i,k−λ i,k−1), λ i,k+1 can be written as λ i,k+1 = θk(¯λ i,k+1−λ i,k)+λ i,k. This, together
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with ˜λ i,k = λ i,k +θk(θ−1k−1−1)(λ i,k−λ i,k−1), implies that
λ i,k+1− ˜λ i,k = θk(¯λ i,k+1−λ i,k)−θk(θ−1k−1−1)(λ i,k−λ i,k−1)
= θk(¯λ i,k+1− ¯λ i,k) (6.31)







































































From (6.15), we can know that ‖¯λ i,k+1−λ ∗‖≤√M‖λ ∗‖ for all i∈ZM, which from ‖¯λ i,k+1−λ ∗‖≥




















¯λ i,k+1‖ ≤ θ2k M(
√
M+1)‖λ ∗‖ (6.36)








f i(xi,u¯i,k)− b(ε)]+‖∞, implies
(6.16). ✷
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6.B Proof of Theorem 6.1:
Consider gi(˜λ i,k) = −Ji(xi,u˜i,k)− (˜λ i,k)T ( f i(xi,u˜i,k)− b(ε)M ) and ∇gi(˜λ i,k) = −( f i(xi,u˜i,k)− b(ε)M )
for all i ∈ ZM and k ≥ 0. For any λ ≥ 0 in (6.28), it can be shown that ∆i(λ , ˜λ i,k) = −Ji(xi,u˜i,k)−



































































Ji(xi,ui∗) since λ 1,k+1 = λ 2,k+1 = · · · = λ M,k+1. Using θk ≤ 2k+2 , the second
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where the last inequality is from (6.36). This inequality, together with (6.40), implies the first
inequality of (6.17). ✷
6.C Proof of Theorem 6.2
(i) Since {xi,ui}Mi=1 is a ε-relaxed solution, it satisfies




f i(xi,ui)−b(ε)≤ εM1pN (6.41)
Rewriting f i(xi,ui) and b(ε) back in terms of {xi0,xi1, · · · ,xiN} and {ui0,ui1, · · · ,uiN−1} (note that








ℓ|t ≤ (1− εM(ℓ+1))1p + εM1p = (1− εM(ℓ+1))1p, ∀ℓ ∈ ZN−10 (6.42)
For all i ∈ ZM, let a feasible control to the ith system at next time instant be chosen as
ui+ := {ui+0 ,ui+1 , · · · ,ui+N−1} := {ui1,ui2, · · · ,uiN−1,KixiN}. (6.43)
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and the associated state sequence {xi+0 ,xi+1 , · · · ,xi+N } := {xi1,xi2, · · · ,xiN ,(Ai +BiKi)xiN}. It follows












Ψixxiℓ+1 +Ψiuuiℓ+1 ≤ (1− εM(1+ ℓ))1p, ∀ℓ ∈ ZN−20 (6.44)








¯ΨxiN ≤ (1− εMN)1p (6.45)
where the last inequality follows the fact that xiN ∈ σ iεX if and (5.10) (with T if = σ iε X if ). In addition,
ui+ℓ ∈U i for ℓ∈ZN−20 since uiℓ+1 ∈U i because of (6.41). The last control, ui+N−1 =KixiN ∈U i because
xiN ∈ σ iε X if and σ iε X if satisfies (5.6). The constraints of xi+ℓ ∈ X i, ℓ ∈ ZN−10 and xi+N ∈ σ iε X if follow





(ii) This result follows from Lemma 6.2 since x+ ∈ Dε . ✷
6.D Proof of Lemma 6.3
By definition of hσ¯ iX if ,
¯F iℓx
i ≤ maxy∈σ¯ iX if ¯F
i
ℓy = hσ¯ iX if (
¯F iℓ ) = σ¯
ihX if (
¯F iℓ ) for any xi ∈ σ¯ iX if and any
ℓ ∈ ZN p. This fact, together with σ¯ i ≤ 1M bℓ(ε)/hX if ( ¯F
i
ℓ ) from the definition of {σ¯ i}i∈ZM , implies
b(ε)
M − ¯F ixi ≥ 0. Since σ¯ iX if ⊆ σ iε X if , KiAxi ∈ U i(xi) from (5.5), (5.6) and (5.14). Hence, when k = 0,
KiAx
i is a feasible solution to min
ui∈U i(xi)
Ji(xi,ui), i ∈ ZM. Since Ki and Pi are obtained from ARE, KiAxi
is the optimal solution to min
ui
Ji(xi,ui). Therefore, the solution when k = 0 is u˜i,0 = KiAxi for all
i ∈ ZM. This suggests that u¯i,0 = KiAxi and f i(xi,KiAxi)− b(ε)M ≤ 0 for all i ∈ ZM, which means that
{xi,u¯i,0}Mi=1 is a ε-relaxed solution and Algorithm 5.1 terminates at k = 0. ✷
6.E Proof of Theorem 6.3
(i) Consider the ε-relaxed solution {xi(t),u¯i,¯k(t)}Mi=1 at time t. Let uit := {ui0|t ,ui1|t , · · · ,uiN−1|t}= u¯i,
¯k(t)
with the associated predictive state sequence xit := {xi0|t ,xi1|t , · · · ,xiN|t} for all i ∈ ZM. Define the
shifted predicted sequence at next time instant uˆit+1 = {ui1|t , · · · ,uiN−1|t ,KixiN|t}, i ∈ ZM. From prop-
erty (i) of Theorem 6.2, it suggests that {uˆit+1}Mi=1 is a feasible solution to Pε(x(t + 1)) because
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xi(t +1) = Aixi(t)+Biui0|t using the control law (6.13).
(ii) This result holds since {xi(t),u¯i,¯k(t)}Mi=1 is a (ε ,0)-upper-relaxed solution of Pε(x(t)) for all t ≥ 1.
(iii) Let Vε (x(t)) = ∑Mi=1 Ji(xi(t),ui∗t ) (where {ui∗t }Mi=1 is the optimal solution of (5.15)) be the Lya-
punov function of the closed-loop system of (5.1) with input ui(t) = u¯i,¯k(t)0 given by (6.13). When




Ji(xi(t),uit)−Vε(x(t)) ≤ 0 (6.46)
Using the same shifted shifted control sequence uˆit+1 at time t + 1 as defined in (i), it follows from
the standard argument in MPC,
Ji(xi(t +1),uˆit+1)− Ji(xi(t),uit) =−‖xi(t)‖iQi −‖ui(t)‖2Ri
+‖xiN|t‖2Qi +‖KixiN|t‖2Ri +‖AiKxiN|t‖2Pi −‖xiN|t‖2Pi
=−‖xi(t)‖iQi −‖ui(t)‖2Ri (6.47)
where the last equality is from the fact Ki,Pi satisfy the Algebraic Riccatii Equation of (AiK)T PiAiK−






















where the equality condition follows from (6.47) and the last inequality is due to (6.46). Therefore,
xi(t) goes to 0 as t →∞ for all i ∈ ZM. This means that there exists a finite t f such that xi(t f ) ∈ σ¯ iX if
for all i ∈ ZM. When this happens, it follows from Lemma 6.3 that κ i(x(t f )) = Kixi(t f ) and the
closed-loop system becomes xi(t f + 1) = AiKxi(t f ). Since xi(t f + 1) ∈ σ¯ iX if for any xi(t f ) ∈ σ¯ iX if
from (5.6). As a result, xi(t +1) = AiKxi(t) for all t ≥ t f and the closed-loop system is exponentially
stable. ✷
CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this thesis and provides possible directions for
future work.
7.1 Contributions of This Thesis
A summary of the main contributions is presented below. The first contribution of this thesis is
a DMPC approach for a network of dynamically-coupled linear systems. This approach is less
conservative compared with the existing DMPC approaches because of the choices of the terminal
cost and the terminal set.
• Unlike other DMPC approaches, where the terminal cost function depends on a block diagonal
Lyapunov matrix, this approach uses a terminal cost function that depends on a non-block
diagonal Lyapunov matrix that conforms to the structural constraint imposed by the network.
• The terminal set is obtained from the maximal constraint admissible invariant set of the overall
system. More exactly, the approach determines a time-varying terminal set that moves within
the maximal constraint admissible invariant set, changing in both size and location at each
time.
• The computation of the time-varying terminal set depends on the topology of the communica-
tion network. When the network is fully connected or a central collector exists, the terminal
set can be easily computed and local exponential stability is achieved. If the network is only
connected without a central collector, the computations of the terminal set require a series
of linear programming (LP) problems; the computations of which can be speeded up, via a
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preprocessing step, so that the approach is suitable for online computations. In this case, the
overall closed-loop system can only be guaranteed to be asymptotically stable.
The second contribution of this thesis is a DMPC approach for a group of linear systems with local
and global constraints.
• In most previous DMPC approaches for the same setting, the optimality properties of the
overall system are not explicitly pursued. This approach is able to achieve the optimality of the
overall MPC problem within some prescribed accuracy. This is possibly because the approach
is based on the dual problem of the overall MPC problem, which is solved by a distributed
ADMM algorithm. The distributed implementation is made possible by introducing local
copies of the dual variables in individual system and enforcing all the local copies to achieve
consensus value. One important property of this distributed ADMM formulation is that it
converges fast to modest accuracy.
• Besides the distributed formulation, this approach also proposes a stopping criterion that al-
lows early termination of the distributed ADMM algorithm where the inaccuracy depends on
the violation of the coupled constraint and the primal cost gap. The characterization of the vio-
lation of the coupled constraint and the primal cost gap is given from the sequences generated
from the distributed ADMM algorithm.
• The stopping criterion based on the violation of the coupled constraint and the primal cost gap
is provided and is checked using a finite-time consensus algorithm.
• Under mild assumptions, the DMPC converges to some small neighborhood of the optimal so
long as the network of systems is connected. Recursive feasibility and exponential stability of
the closed-loop system are ensured.
The last contribution of this thesis is an accelerated distributed dual gradient algorithm for DMPC
of a group of linear systems with coupled constraints. The main advantage of this approach is that
it converges faster than the ADMM-based approach.
• Similar to the ADMM-based approach, this approach also relies on the dual problem of the
overall MPC problem. The dual problem is then solved by a distributed fast dual gradient
algorithm. Unlike the ADMM-based approach, the local copies of the dual variables in this
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approach reach the consensus at each iteration due to the use of a finite-time consensus algo-
rithm.
• Another improvement of this approach is that the stopping criterion is based on the violation of
the coupled constraint. There is no requirement to check the primal cost gap. This is possibly
because the overall cost function is upper bounded by the optimal overall cost function at each
iteration. Again, this approach uses a finite-time consensus algorithm to check the stopping
criterion.
• Under mild assumptions, a suboptimal solution of the overall MPC problem can be obtained
so long as the network of systems is connected. It is shown in the experiment that this ap-
proach converges 2-3 times faster than the ADMM-based approach.
7.2 Future Work
Several possible directions for the future research of this thesis are outlined below.
7.2.1 Stabilization with Structural Constraints
The stabilization of linear systems with arbitrary structural constraints is a fundamental problem.
The stabilizability of (A,B) is not enough to ensure the solution of a stabilizing K that conforms
to the structural constraint imposed by the communication network. For arbitrary structural con-
straints, it is generally difficult to establish the necessary and sufficient condition for existence of
the structural stabilizing K. In the thesis, the numerical solution of the structural K is obtained by
solving the bilinear optimization problem (4.21) using ADMM, as shown in Chapter 4. However,
the solution is not guaranteed since (4.21) is nonconvex. The work of this thesis can be extended to
discuss the theoretical and numerical solution of the structural stabilizing K. In addition, it is also
more desirable to solve (4.21) in a distributed manner for large-scale systems.
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7.2.2 Disturbance and Transmission Errors
Throughout the thesis, all systems are assumed to be free of disturbance and the information trans-
mission among systems is perfect. One direction of the future research is to extend the formulations
of this thesis to the disturbed case where the systems are of the form
x(t +1) = Ax(t)+Bu(t)+w(t), t ∈ Z+ (7.1)
where w(t) is the disturbance. The robust MPC can be used if the disturbance is assumed to be
bounded by
w(t) ∈W (7.2)
where W is a bounded convex polyhedral set. In practice, there is always uncertainty in the transmis-
sion, such as time-delay, transmission breakdown, and information errors. The DMPC approaches
in this thesis should be adapted to account for these problems. The difficulty is to achieve recursive
feasibility and stability under these situations.
7.2.3 Time-Varying Communication
This thesis only considers static and fixed networks. More complications arise when the topology of
the network is time-varying. Distributed control under time-varying network is a popular topic and
has applications in areas such as unmanned air vehicles(UAVs), formation control, and congestion
control in communication networks. The work of this thesis can be extended in the direction of time-
varying networks. As far as the author can see, conditions on the connectivity of the time-varying
network is needed to ensure recursive feasibility and stability of the overall system. This may need
results in consensus and optimization in multi-agent time-varying network [85, 86, 96].
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